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pROVIHOIAL L IBRARY 
Dog conf   l "°for Thornhill in the works 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer' 
The Regional District 
of Kit/mat St/kine 
.moved closer Saturday 
to establishing a dog 
control bylaw for directors examined an dog control bylaw is in are wary of the offer, John Pousette, the government of  any 
Thornhill. The offer from the force, government  however, admin is t ra tor -  compensation 
directors gavefirst and provincial government authorities will be treasurer of the l~gional payments." 
second reading to a to subsidize corn- liable to damages in- "We could conceivably District said. "In my The regional dis{rict 
proposal to submit the pensation claims from curred when an out of lose on the offer, opinion the only reason will have its ad. 
bylaw to a referendum control dog causes becausewe will be then they ere offering the ministration branch 
on Nov. 17 losses arising out of damage to property or liable to compensating grant ($10,000) is to look into the corn- 
The regional district such a bylaw, Once the livestock. The diroctors for the lost animals." absolve.the provincial pensation clause. 
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Director Alice Chen 
Wing also brought he 
issue of harassment of
children by dogs to the 
directors attention, 
noting there was no 
bylaw concerning this 
aspect. 
I I  I I  l l  I .  I • 
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Th is  a rea  
Rhoda Witherly andMurray Hanna here 
CFPR goes to the audience 
By GREG MIDDLETON 
Herald Staff Writer 
The reason the CBC 
station in Prince 
Rupert, CFPR staged 
the Pacific Noon show 
Hve from the Skeena 
Mall in Terrace is that 
the station is making a 
major effort this fall to 
better serve the 
listeners outside the 
immediate area of its 
home base, says station 
manager J im Reache. 
"About 80 per cent 'of 
our audience is outside 
the Prince Rupert 
area," Roache said. He 
stressed that the station 
is trying to further 
regionalize the content 
of the local news and 
public affairs programs 
and will be putting 
more emphasis on 
mobile broadcasts. 
Roache , in an in- 
terview with the Herald 
Friday at the site of the 
"on location" broad- 
castsald the station has 
hired two contract 
freelancers to do 
research for the station. 
One of the new ad- 
ditions to the regional 
irm of Canada's 
national broadcasting Roche said the station more than it has in the now," Roche said, and 
network is Pat Cathers part of the pnblicly- past in its effort to added that CFTK, the 
here in Terrace. The owned corporation, will better serve the Pacific privately owned radio 
CBC has also hired not only still be using Northwest with local station in Terrace "has 
MarJ Fowle to work out local freelancers but material, already experienced 
of Kitimat. will be Usingthem even "The ratings are up. some trauma." 
FORT NELSON, B.C. ~ pilot, who said ha had 
(CP) -- A 55-year-old previousexperlencelivingln 
helicopter pilot said Sunday the bushin Alaska for a year, 
a chocolate bar, cranberries mid he phoned his wife and 
and faith helped him survive three children in Austin, who 
a two-week ordeal beside his "were very happy to hear 
crashed helicopter in a 
remote area of northern SKI  HILL 
British Columbia, 
% 
Lost pilot found alive 
Walter Yates, of Austin, 
Texas, was found Sunday 
morning in good condition by 
a search plane that spotted 
scorch marks his helicopter 
left after it crashed and 
exploded in a densely- 
forested region 68 kilometres 
southeast of this nor- 
thcastarn B.C. community. 
Yatea, a self.employed 
prospector, said in an in. 
terview in hospital here he 
thought he might have 
cracked some rips in the 
accident. He also received 
two thrne-inch gashes to his 
face, which he said have 
healed. He was also being 
treated fer exposure and ex- 
pected to be released ina few 
days. 
LOCAL YOUTH 
DIES IN CRASH 
A motor cycle accident has claimed the life of 
a Terrace youth. 
Jose Mama] Goncalves, 17 of 4986 Laze]le was 
driving his motorbike on Kalum Friday 
evening at II :30 p.m. when he shuck a vehicle 
at the intersection ofPark. Goncalves died in 
hospital. 
Police say the vehicle was being driven by 
'John Miller 37 Kootenay Street in Kltimal. An 
investlgatiou is contlntdng. 
from me." bush, although e was told 
He said thinking of them later that them was a B.C. 
and God kept him alive. Railway camp and a small 
Indian village about 16 
At no point did he consider Idlemetres from the crash 
trying to walk out K the mite. 
Rate hike protested 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Ski ticket rates at 
Kitsumkahun mountain 
are going up this winter 
and predictably, not 
everyone is thrilled 
with the idea. The issue 
came up at this past 
weekend's  regular  
meeting of the Regional 
District of Kit/mat- 
Stikine. 
Clarence DonneUy, a 
Terrace area skiing 
coach, made the board 
aware of his opposition 
to the move. 
"Many people I know 
personally, will cancel 
their season passes, 
"he said. 'Tm not 
against you raising the 
prices, it's how much 
you raised them that 
worries me." 
With the increased 
availability of night 
skiing , season passes 
will rise by almost $1o0 
to ~15. Day skiing 
~ sses for an adult will jumping from $130 to 
$165. Donnelly thinks 
this extra amount will 
change people's minds 
about buying pusses to 
Kitsumkalmn. 
"I think that extra $100 
is a real jolt, and 
frankly I don't hink the 
public will buy it," he 
claimed. 
Admin is t ra tor -  
T reAsurer  John  
Ponsette defended the 
board 's  dec is ion,  
saying they had "no 
alternative." 
"This is what the 
taxpayers wanted, they 
did not vote to pick up 
our deficit ($37,000 last 
year), we really don't 
have much alter- 
native." 
Kitsumkalum is one of 
two publicly operated 
ski hills in the province. 
However, the operation 
does not receive any 
financial assistance 
from the government. 
Rising equipment 
replacement costs have 
accounted for the 
deficit and is forcing 
the hill to operate on its 
own revenues. As the 
chairman of the 
regional district board, 
Joe Banyay, observed; 
there has been no great 
increase in skier traffic 
the last three or four 
years. In fact, says 
Banyay, the "crunch is 
coming right now." 
The board iiste.ned to 
Dennelly's arguements 
for about an hour and 
advised him the matter 
would be locked into 
further. Donnel]Iy did 
say he had no ob- 
jsctions to the hike of 
daily lift tickets from $7 
to $9. 
needs  fe r ry  
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Kitimat Mayor George 
Thorn says he is 
frustrated by the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation's 
failure to inaugurate a 
Port Hardy to Kitimat 
run but will continue to 
pressure the provincial 
government to provide 
regular ferry service to 
his town. 
"I have been talking to 
people in their 
depai'Ument (tra ns 
portat/oh}" trying to 
get some rationale why 
this service between 
Port Hardy and Prince 
Rupert is totally 
booked, ~"Thom said." 
" I t ' s  just beyond 
anything that I can 
. . . . . . . .  understand." 
Terminal sei-vlces are 
being offered free of 
charge by the Eurocan 
Pulp and Paper Co. 
according to the mayor. 
He says the people in 
the south fail to realize 
the large contribution 
Kitimat makes to the 
province. The economic 
role played by Kitimat 
should justify equal 
consideration when 
bransportaUon 
priorities are being 
designed, said Thorn. 
The municipal ity's 
effort to secure the 
ferry service is not a 
recent phenomena. 
"When the extension of 
ferry service to the 
northern part of' 
Vancouver Island was 
inaugurated, we tried 
very hard to have 
Kitimat .as a stopping 
point," he explained. 
"We weren't successful 
at that time, but they 
did indicate when the 
road opened to Port 
Hardy, at that time 
they would consider 
putting a ferry service 
into Kit/mat." 
The government has 
not acted on the matter 
• since then. 
"We're all British 
Columbians, we're not 
asking for anything 
more than the people 
down south are get- 
ting," he added. 
"We're not asking for a 
subsidy, all we want is 
the service." 
Thorn would like to see 
the queen of Surrey 
taken out of drydock for 
a proposed Kitimat 
route, ff the Queen of 
Prince Rupert ferry is 
not available. There 
would be no hazard 
involved for the ferry to being supported by the 
maneuver in the Regional District of 
Douglas Channel ac- Kitimat-Stikine, who 
cording to Them. will write the govern- 
Thom's efforts are ment on the matter. 
Howard claims 
North ignored 
Frank Howard says he's not surprised at the 
provincial government's refusal to consider a ferry 
service for Kitimat. The Skeena MLA says it's all 
pert of a larger historical trend of the south ignoring 
the needs of northern communities. 
'~'he whole Northwest area has been left out of a lot 
of considerations. It's going to take concerted 
pressure on the port of all of us to get this attitude of 
neglect changed," he said. 
Howard wants a new emphasis put on upgrading the 
whole water transport system for Northern B.C., 
including freight and passenger service. Ferry 
- lervt~e~ some k~d should be available to smaller 
northern' communities such as BeUa Bells or Bella 
Cools, he adds. , 
The Social Credit cabinet in thepsat have all turned 
thumbs down of the idea, except for former 
agriculture minister and Skecna MLA Cyril 
Shelford, according to Howard. Howard says he's 
willing to help the regional district or the Mayor in 
working for the establishment of Kitimat as a ferry 
terminal point. 
 ;ervices here 
but few notice 
By DON 8HAFFER 
Herald Staff Wrlta" 
Saturday, the Terrace and 
District Community 
Services Society(TCS) 
held an open hmme at their 
new locatlo~, 4711 Laze]le 
Avenue to introduce 
mea~bers of the public to 
the nervices offered by the 
organlzaiiou, but it was not 
well attended by the 
pubuc, 
Many prominent Terrace 
public figures were at the 
open house, but very few, if 
ar~, people were there who 
were not ah'eady aware ot 
the erSanisatJo~ 
Terrace Mayor Dave 
Marouey officially opened 
the building, which houses 
the offices of several 
distinct service and 
government organizations, 
each of which provides a
variety of services to the 
local area. 
The area debt counsellor, 
William T. Godden, has his 
office in the TCS building. 
He is there to give advise 
and help people to rmolve 
personal debt problems 
and provides information 
on budgets and consumer 
problems. 
Although at present and in 
the past, Godden has of- 
fered his services to the 
Terrace-Kitimat area, an 
area covered by a 70-mile 
radius , the provincial 
government has informed 
him that his operating 
budget has bean cut in half, 
from a yearly ;12,000 to 
M,000. 
"That $12,000 ismy budget 
for everytldng,"Godden 
said, "heat, light, 
telephone, gas for my car, 
my salary, everything. I 
don't know of a govmm. 
meat office anywhere that 
operated yearly on that 
small a ImdgeL" 
Godden expects his 
reduced grant o run out in 
late November, after 
which he isn't sure what 
he'll do. 
'Td work for a while 
without asalary, if I could 
be sure that more money 
would be coming later. As 
it is, all I can hope is that 
various people will lobby 
the government suc- 
cessfully." 
The Women's Growth 
Centre is also located in the 
TCS building. It has been 
there since May, and heats 
such various activities as 
single parent meetings, 
workshops which supply a 
variety el information to 
eont'd page 2 
Airport tax hike rapped 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald.Staff Writer 
The increase in the 
airport ax is excessive, 
according to Kitimat 
Mayor George Them. 
Federal government 
has increased the tax 
from $8 to $15 effective 
Ootoher flr~t 
"I think it's a hell of a way of travelling, C.P. Air's new price 
way for the government except the long route by schedule takes effect ,I 
to raise money by car," said Them. October first. 
"I object o the way it's 
taxing people whose The airline tax in- being impUmented, 
main use of tran- crease, in combination "Thmn said. 
sportation is through with airline ticketprtce Tbey'resli~pinsitin o  
our terminal. Our hikesof2½ to4percent us. People won't 
people are being puts an real burden on realize it, until it 's 
penalized for not having northern travellers happened." he ex- 
snv other altemm",-' .,,~,,,mn~,,,,k..,,. . . . . .  , - , - . J  
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Oil t)rices said a unity issue 
Premier Peter Lougheed, Davis sa id  there has lmlongheenresentedforits ployment, said unem" 
would hurt Ontario industry, always been a price tag manufacturing strength, t~  ployment among persons 
Clark has promised to attached to will no lubber tolerate under 25 is also damaging 
Larry Gro~mark Ontario 
mi~ter of industry and 
tourism, addressed a group 
d high school and university 
students. 
"How can we argue in 
favor of a strong and united 
nation in the debate in 
Quebec if we fail to 
demenatrate the economic 
benefits of being part of an 
economica l ly  d iverse  
country?" Gr~sman asked. 
Both men repeated the 
province's argument that an 
increase in the $13.75-a- 
barrel pHee of oil, a move 
favored by Prime Minister 
Joe Clark and Alberta 
HONEY HARBOUR, 
Ont. (CP) -- Ontario 
Prendor William Davis has 
warned that higher oil prices 
could endanger national 
unity. 
Davis told the annual 
meeting of the Ontario 
Frngreasive Conservative 
Youth Association on 
Saturday that the flow of oll 
money into Alberta "does 
not strengthen Con- 
~leratinn and cannot build a 
sense of unity and co-  
operat ion  among Cana- 
diam." 
His statements were 
echoed later in the day when 
St. John's Ambulance Industrial First Aid 
Classes leading to Worker's Compensation 
Board certificate. Classes to start sep- 
tember 241h. They wil l  be held Monday and 
Wednesday 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. or 
Tuesday and Thursday 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 
P,M, 
Fees are payable upon registration date, 
September 181h, 1979 at 7:00 P.M. in the 
Green Room at the Terrace Hotel. 
For further Information please call 
being a 
raise Canadian prices Canadian, and Albertans belief that the strength was natlonalunity. 
toward the world level of $24 should realize a Iowerthan- achieved at the expense of "It in going to be very herd 
a barrel, and Loughsed world price for their oil is the rest of the country, to convince a good manyof 
favors an increase larger their cost. In apolicy session, Rou At- mr young people that the 
than the $1.a.barrel key, federal minister of question of national unity is 
scheduled for Jan. 1. Grossman said Ontario immigration and, era- urgent or important to them 
if they find themselves being 
ignored by that very society 
which appeals to them to 
help it in its fight for stir- Tories to get theirs 
VANCOUVER (CP)--The Centre, has been offered a federal kgal work before 
638-6784 
viva]." 
Atkey announced the 
patronage pendulum has 
swung back the other way 
and Progressive Con- 
asrvative supporters tand 
to benefit, says federal 
Environment Minister John 
Fraser. 
Lawyers-- beth those who 
supported the former 
Liberal government and 
those who support the 
Conservatives - -  might be 
the first to neliee, he said in 
an interview. 
"After the change in 
8~vernment, lists of lawyers 
suitable fur taking govern- 
ment work have been 
mmplled for B.C.," be said. 
"It's a very different list - -  
su i tab le  means Con- 
asrvative." 
He also confirmed reports 
that economist Pat Carney, 
the Tory saedidtote who 
narrowly lost to Liberal Art 
Phillips in Vancouver- 
mntract reportedly worth 
~MO,O00. 
"She's been asked by the 
8overnment to do a study on 
Pacific Rim countries," he 
said. 
Fraser said that as long as 
Conservative lawyers ere 
imown to be competent, they 
will be hired to handle 
lawyers of other political 
persuasive. 
" I  don't see' anything- 
wrong with it," he said. "It's 
8onc on as long as I can 
remember. All the years I 
have practiced law with the 
Liberals in power, they have 
had that practice." 
Mauling kills man 
PINCHER CREEK, Alia. 
C ) - -  Police said Sunday Mouty 'Adams,. 32, of 
Cardeton,Alts., mauled by a 
hear Saturday in the West 
Castle Mountains of southern 
Alberta, has died from his 
injuries. 
RCMP said two doctors 
were with Adam,s but he 
died before he could he 
moved to hospital. Darkness 
and high winds had 
prevented an attempt to 
rescue the man Salurday 
sight by helk~tor. 
Adams and a companion 
were hunting for sheep, 
RCMP said. The two had 
split up when the attack 
occurred. 
Police. said fish and 
wildlife officials will attempt 
to find the bear. 
8overnment will act on two 
campaign pledges. Next 
month his ministry will 
entahlish a youth em- 
ployment secretariat and 
suggest new methods of 
deallngwith t e problem. He 
said about 400,000 people 
between the ages o~ 15 and 24 
are lonking for work. 
The Conservat ive  
8overnment will provide tax 
incentives to private in- 
dustry to employ young 
people; will offer Job 
Iraining to shout 120,000 
young people and will 
establish the National Youth 
Service Corps to give young 
ople a chance to earn the 
tun wage while doing 
eermnuaity work. 
Atkey said he hopes the 
corps, promised uring the 
v~dlrtog elmtim campnig~, 
I begin operating early in 
the new year. 
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Save 18' 
LIPTON 
ONION 
SOUP MIX 
3 oz. Box contains 2 pouches of dallclous 
onion so'up mix; Also comes with recipe on 
back. 
j Reg. ~ow K Mart  Price 67c. [ 
Monday & Tuesday Price 
,49.= 
) 
Save 38 ° 
MICK'S 
PEANUTBRI 
Yummy old-fashioned peanut brlflle in a 
12 oz. box. Treat yourself to some today. 
l Reg. LowKmartPr l ce l .47  [ 
Monday & Tuesday Price 
10 , 
Box 
Save 42 = 
BABYSCOTT 
REGULAR 
DIAPERS 
30dlsposable diapers with absorbency end 
flL for a Snug, dry baby. For babies over 
12 Ibs. Fits toddlers too. 
i .Rag" L°w K Mart Price 2'59 i 
Monday & Tuesday Price 
:~i:iii::ilil 
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NEWS BRIEFS'- ,!
ST. JEROME, Qua. undSolangeChaput-Rolland, 
(CP)  - -  Premier Rene Harvey's Lib~al oppe~nt. 
Levesque delivered a biting Mrs. Cheput-Rollano, a 
attack on the opposition wel lknown te lev is ion 
Liberals Sunday afternoon i commentator, was ~e ef the 
a speech that appeared tobe Quebec members ofthe Task 
aimed at a fall byeluctien Force on Canadian Unity. 
here and at next spriug's As a member of that task 
promised referendum on f(~ce - -  headed by fco'mer 
suvereigntyassociation. Liberal cabinet min is ter  
• The premier, speaking to Jean-Luc Pepin and former 
about 2,000 Parti Quebacois Ontario premier John 
supporters at the meeting l~burta-- she was imown as 
that selected economist a defender of quebse's 
Pierre Harvey as the party's nationalist osp/ratiom. 
candidate in Prevost riding, " Although she was courted 
had harsh words for both by the PQ, she joined the 
LiberaILender Claude Ryan Liberals. 
Religion education 
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP) 
-- High schools should offer 
courses in world religion, the 
~lst provincial Anglican 
synod was told during the 
Weehend. 
Many delegates said that 
concern about social values 
• in education has been caused 
by attempts by the Toronto 
school board to drop the 
l~rd's Prayer. 
The three-day synod, 
which endorses religious 
edueatien i public schools, 
~ ssed a resolution in favor "asking the ministry of 
education, members ef the" 
Ontario legislature, boards 
of edueatim and teacher 
groups to introduce ouch. 
programs. 
H 
Save 14' 
FALCONNET 
PROMOTIONAL 
THREAD 
22S yards of 100 percent 
polyester thread. Many 
assorted colours to chobse from. 
i Reg. Low K mart Price 33c I 
MONDAY S TUESDAY PRIC= 
19' , 
Save 38' 
PHENTEX 
KNITTING 
YARN 
100 percent Olefln Celaspun, 3 
ply yarn. Comes In various 
¢olours. 3.20 oz. skein. 
- - - -  ' i 
Reg. Low K mart Price 97c 
MONDAY & TUESDAY PRICE 
59,.",. 
Save 10. 
JOHNSONS 
BABY 
POWDER 
Family size, 24 oz. purest 
protection of soft, pure silky 
powder. Made from finest talc. 
Reg. Low K mart Price 3.s3 / 
.ONDAY & TUESDAY PRICE 
Save 68' 
SANI-PAK 
GARBAGE 
BAGS 
20 mid-size bags with twist ties. 
Super strong begs dispense one- 
at-a.tlme. 
i Rag Low K mart Price 137 
MONDAY & TUESDAY PRIC~ 
of 20 
Influx problem 
OTTAWA(CP)--KimAb- says an influx_of tm re.any. 
butt, former director of Can- Vietoamaserefngeen tooxast 
ada's immigration services, could endin racial problems. 
Abbott, speaking o~ the 
CTV program question 
Period taped for broadcast 
1 Sunday, said he does not 
cb~ct only to the large. 
numbers of ethnic Chinese 
immigrants from Vietnam: 
"It's that they're con~iug in 
• too .quickly." 
He said after the refugees 
arrive they likely will 
sponsor more relatives and 
as many as. ~o0,000 im- 
migrants could come within 
a few years - -  an estimate 
r i  Immigration Minister P, on 
Atkey has Said is grossly 
exa~eretod, / : ~ 
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Carter's 
confidence 
WASHINGTON "(AP) --  
Senator Edward Kennedy of 
Massachusetts says a mJor  
factor in. his decision 
whether or not to run for the 
1~0 Democratic presidential 
nomination depends, on~ 
whether. Preaident Carter in. 
able to regain the American 
peuple,s confidence. 
A sense v/confidence is "a 
matter of deepening and in- 
creasing concern to people 
as we come to the 1960s, 
Kennedy said in an interview 
with The Associated Press 
Friday, the day after an AP- 
NBC New~ pall showed le 
per cent of those questioned 
rated Carter's work ex- 
collent or good-- the lowest 
over-all j~b rating for a UE. 
president in 30 years. 
Kennedy insisted he has 
mt yet decided whether to 
seek the presidency. 
He said he would plan, if he 
runs, to enter the contest for 
delegates in the Jan..21 
Democratic caucuses in 
Iowa. 
Meanwhile, House of 
Representatives Speaker 
Thomas (Tip) O'Neill, a 
longtime friend of the 
Kennedy family, said he 
does not l~lieve Kennedy 
would chall6n6e Carter. 
O'Neill called the 
president a "very deter- 
mined person" who will 
"ultimately win ngaitV' 
Stanfield 
on tour 
ANKARA (Reuter) - -  
Robert Stanfleld, Canada's 
special Middle East envoy, 
discussed the Middle East, 
Cyprus and other issues 
Sunday with Turkish 
Foreign Minister Gunduz 
~kcan, a ministry dfiolal 
mid. 
Stanfleld, on a tour Gd 
seven Middle Eastern 
countries aimed at sounding 
out reaction to Canada's 
proposal for moving its 
embassy in Israel to 
Jerusalem from Tel Aviv, 
held talks with the minister 
in the morning and over a 
working lunch, the official 
said. 
Stanfield, former leader of 
the Progressive Con- 
servatlve party, arrived in 
Ankara late Saturday from 
Israel. Canadian Embassy 
sources in Ankara said he 
was to fly to Amman, Jor- 
dan, today. 
Officials with Staofeld's 
party have remained tight- 
lipped about his talks in 
Israel and continued their a 
knee in Turkey. 
A Canadian Embassy 
source said he held talks 
with Turkish leaders 
because Turkey is one of 
Canada's NATO allies. 
, f 
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Centre is open (From leRll)enlse 8tliweli, Elizabeth Holtoa and 
from one 
ape~ple in the community 
many other essential 
services. 
Weekdays the centre of- 
fens a drop-in center, from, 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m: Mendays 
through Thursdays; ~ and 10' 
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Ffldays, 
They also ,ba~ a men's 
and women's rap:seasick1. 
every Wedn~day:nlglit at ,,, 
7:26 p.m.. ;:'.: ~,':'~: "; ''~ 
There is a Wm/~"Aki~-" 
program at the centre, 
including an Alcoholics 
Anonymus program.- 
Women's Night Out hap- 
pens every Thursday 
evening, featuring films, 
pr~entstions and guest 
spa,~kers. 
For' further information 
inquire at the Women's 
Centre, on the right side at 
the i~U . i~ .  
Thecentrein also the home 
of the Homemaker and 
Special Services to 
Children. This service, 
headed by Vivian 
Kraeling, provides home 
support service to people 
who require assistance 
with daily living activities, 
and provides care for"- 
special needs" children 
who are being maintained 
athnme. The employees of
this service work closely 
with doctors, homecare 
nurses,, and others. They 
per fo rm l i&ht -  
housekeeping duties, and 
help teach other family 
members to help with the 
budgeting,' shopping and 
honsekeepin~, Meals on 
Wheels is one et the ssr- 
Frances Blrdsell relax during the Open House 
SERVICES 
vices provided by this 
branch. 
Skeeon Youth Works is 
another program offered 
through the TCS. This 
program led by Joe Young, 
involves 15 "at risk" 
youths, who are out of 
school for one reason or 
another. This is a life skills 
program to enable these 
young people to get ready 
for Jobs,to learn how to "fit 
in" to society, and to give 
them a good seff-image. 
The youngsters in this 
School issue still heated 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Two.Miles School 
insue~'~may ~.' ultimately .-
~na"t~' iti' ~h~'do~'t~'/~' 
After a meeting last 
week with Frank 
Hamilton, superin- 
tendant of schools for 
District 88, a 
spokesman for the 
parents protesting the 
closure of the Hazelton 
area school indicated 
court actien may he 
initiated, ~;',~~ '.".+" ' 
"The blttfle is just 
beginning, by no means 
do we intend to quit," 
commented John Olson. 
"We don't want to go to 
court, but we may have 
to consider it ff all else 
fails." 
The Two Mile Com- 
munity Committee, 
formed by the 
disgruntled parents, 
has hired a lawyer. 
Twenty-five parents 
and supporters met 
with Hamilton at John 
Field E lementary  
School Thursday night. 
They called for the 
school board to give 
priority to the parents 
wishes in the matter. 
The board decided 
March 8 .to,. c .lose ,. the 
two-room :~.,. T.'W.~Mile 
Scboolin Hazelton. The 
enrollment figures had 
dropped from 50 to 12 in 
a short period of time, 
as many parents in the 
community decided to 
send their children to 
larger institutions. 
As the student 
population dropped, it 
£erced one  i/t~aCher, : 
Olga Walker to instruct 
four or five grades of 
children, 
The board of trustees 
cons idered  th i s  
detrimental to the 
children's progress. 
This, combined with 
what was cited as 
incomplete a thletlc and 
l ib rary  faci l i t ies,  
resulted in the closure 
decision. Angry 
parents, who preferred 
the small classroom 
atmosphere, petitioned 
for reconsideration. 
Efforts to get the board 
of Education Minister 
Pat McGeer to reopen 
Two Miles have up to 
this point, failed. 
Parents he ld  their 
children out of school 
the first week in Sep- 
tember in protest. The 
children are now att- 
ending their regular 
schools. 
Dave McCresry, the 
chairman of the parents 
commit tee ,  denys 
Hamilton's allegations 
concerning education 
standards. 
"We haven't seen any 
indication .that the 
children have had 
problems when they 
were transferred to 
other schools,"Mc- 
Creary said Thursday. 
"The parents wishes 
are more important in 
this matter than the 
school board's con- 
siderations." 
Hamilton pointed out 
the students now at- 
tending John Field 
Elementary had access 
to library facilities, a 
gymnasium and a 
th r iv ing  mus ic  
program-items not 
available at .Two Mile, 
he said. 
"So much time was 
being spent by Mrs. 
Walker in preparing the 
material Ior students, 
she never got around to 
teaching them . One was shed at the 
teacher simply can't meeting. The parents 
instruct four grades of presented Howard with 
classes at one time." , newstatistioa revealing 
Hamilton explained, the .enrollment ~¢oq!d he 
Parent John Olson b00~d to 23, shored the 
attacked the school board reopen Two Mile. 
hoard for the way the A number of band 
children were tran- councils in the Haselton 
starred to other in- andKtspioxvaileyhave 
stitutlous come out in support of 
"You took a bunch of the Two Mile Cam- 
kids from Two Mile mittee, due to concern 
School that had been over about over- 
close, and scattered crowded schools. As 
them I~om school to the meeting ended, 
school. No con- Hamilton i~ated  he 
sideration or choice would repo/'t his fin- 
was given to the dings to the board. The 
parents." Two Mile Committee 
New light on the will continue to meet 
enrollment situation weekly. 
Union 
voting 
About 350 members of the 
B.C. Government Em- 
ployees Union (BCGEU) in 
the Terrace.Kltimat district 
are voting this week on a new 
contract dfer tendered by 
the provincial government. 
BCGEU representative 
Roger Davis is confident the 
w~kers will endorse the now 
~mtract. 
"We think It's going to be a 
pretty good agreement, and 
~ing  from the commenm 
I ve gotten from people 
there's a good chance it will 
be endorsed," he said. 
The contract offers a 26 
~ r cent wage Increase over e next 22 months, and new 
negotiations are to be started 
witldn nine months after that 
period, The agreement 
would be retroactive to Aug. 
1 of this year. 
The BCGEU is the 
bargaining agent for 1,400. 
employees in the Northwest, 
inclnd~ng highways, human 
resources, forest service ano 
virtually any government 
service worker. 
Results from the 
ratilloation vote won't be 
Imewn until the voting is 
~ompletod sometime next 
woes .  
program are paid 
minimum wage to 14 an 
hour, and they pat in an 8.4 
day five days a week The 
project •they' are involved 
in now in constructing a
riverboat, wMch they hope 
to sellafter they are done. 
One of their previous 
projects was a bookcase, 
which .was done by the 
students right from the 
tree. 
The members of the board 
of the TCS are all volun- 
teers, who give their time 
to aid the community by 
organizing these services. 
The board , at present, 
consists of David 
Gellatoly, chairman; Mary 
Reay, treasurer; Judy 
Vandergncht, secretary; 
plus David Pease, Hugh 
Power, Jane : ' :~  and 
Chris Jonnings. :!~".:. 
The new board made afew 
presentat ions  to 
inaugurate the new 
building. The first was to 
honor Ray Greening, 
departing chairman, and 
his contributions to the 
TCS over the length of his 
tenn. Presentations were 
also made to Mrs. 
Greening, Mrs. Maroney 
and to Judy Vandergucht, 
~i~A~so in attendance at the 
meeting was Gordon Kirk 
of the B.C. Government 
Employees Union, who 
donated the couch and 
coffee table in the office. 
~ v  v v v v v v ,  v v ~ v v v ,  v v v v v v v v v  
MIKE'S AUOTION SALE 
SAT. SEPT. 22 at 1 P.M. 
, at  th . ' . .  e ' , ' 
Smilhert Airporl 
FOrtEs,,, 
Government surplus vehicl.;i   restry 'Department . . . . . . .  ~ ;  .~  ......... . ....... . 
25 PICKUPS.& CARS ' :;~i~ ~:~!  vt  
V= ton pickups, % tons, 1 tons, 4 whet1 d~ves, Suburbans, Broncos. 
10 Outhoard motors from 6 to 65 HP;~:' 
1500 watt light plant i'~: ,,": 
King K5 Ignition scope analyzer with stand. 
6x12 single axle tilt box trailer • 
1 ton gear type chain hoist 
Steam cleaner, good working condition. 
Electrotester, complete equipment for 2 & 4 cycle engines. 
K.O. Lee Valve Scat. Remover & Replacer (new) 
A COMPLETE SERVICE STATION DISPERSAL 
Such Items as: wheel alignment equlpment, wheel balancer, steam cleaner, 
electric welder, acetylene welder, tire machine, tire bslsncer, valve grinding 
equipment, air Impact wrenches, sir hammers, testing equipment, high pressure 
car wash pump, Ice cube machine, block Ice machine, deep freeze for Ice storage, 
pop machine, 4 complete tool chests with tools, office furniture, filing cabl,ets, 
desks, typewriter, calculator, floor lacks and hundreds of miscellaneous tools and 
equipment. 
For more Information contact: 
MIKE'S AUOTION LTD. 
R,R. 2 BURNS LAKE 
Phone 6944497 or 694-||05 
Condition of Sale: Cash or Approved Cheque 
All sales are final 
• All Items sold as Is, where Is. 
All vehicles must be Inspected before removal. 
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Chase ends in crash 
A high~pced chase on 
Highway 25 south to 
Kitimat ended early 
Sunday morning, with 
Terrace and Kitimat 
RCMP combining to 
apprehend an inmate of 
the Terrace Correc- 
tional Institute. 
R(~MP went m pursuit. 
When Kitimat RCMP' 
were alerted, they set 
up a roadblock. The 
man attempted to drive 
through the roadblock 
and crashed into a 
police car. He was 
removed unconscious, 
from the stolen truck. 
William Parnell of 
Masset is facing a After being treated for 
number of charges a beadcut in hospital, 
after a truck was stolen Parnell was lodged in 
in Terrace and Terrace Terrace detachment 
cells. RCMP are 
charging the Masset ~': 
man with being ~:: 
unlawfully at large :o 
from the Terrace 
Correctional Institute, 
Parnell is also facing ~ 
charges of theft and .~: 
criminal negligance. 
The police car, which ':: 
formed part of the :': 
roadblock has been ~: 
written off. The stolen " >: 
vehicle also sustained >; 
considerable damage. ;~. 
College to host meet 
Northwest Community 
College is hosting a con- 
ference dealing with the 
International Year of the 
Child, of general interest to 
daycare, nursery, and 
preschool staff, sponsoring 
soc ie t ies ,  re la ted  
professionals and parents of 
your children in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
The conference will take 
place Friday, Sept. 28 and 
Saturday Sept. 28, all day 
both days. 
Y~ 
Films, displays, discussion 
and workshop sessions will 
be presented on topics of 
interest o those concerned 
with young children. 
Workshop sessions will in- 
clude: Working and Com- 
municating with Parents; 
Art Experiences; Working 
with Under Threes; Science 
and Social Studies; Native 
Nursery Kindergarten 
Teacher; Music for 
Children; Women in the 
Work Force and 
Establishing and Ensuring 
Ongoing Operation. 
The keynote speaker will 
be Betty Jones, Ph. D., the 
author of "Staying Alive 
with Children," 
The workshop will be held 
on the Northwest College 
Campus in Terrace. " 
Registration before Sept. 27: 
will be ~o, after Sept. 27 will 
be 125. 
If you are interested in i 
attending this conference 
please call 635-6511 
• POLICE 
A motor vehicle ac- 
cident on Hagen Street 
in Thornhill Friday 
night has resulted in a 
young unidentified girl 
being taken to Mills 
Memorial Hospital with 
minor injuries. The girl 
was walking down the 
street at about 9 p.m. 
with another person, 
when she was struck by 
a motorcycle. The 
matter is still under 
investigation. 
Two Terrace residents, 
James Armstrong, 22, 
and Gordon Best, 23 , 
are being charged with 
break and enter and 
theft by Terrace RCMP 
in connection with a 
break-in at Ollie's 
Resturant on Lakeine 
Friday evening. A 
quantity of stolen 
property was later 
recovered. 
In other police news, 
K i t imat  RCMP 
responded to a call at 
'.~!:.I~084 Nalibila Saturday 
.night.. An unidentified 
person received several 
stiches after putting 
NEWS 
their fist through a 
'window-in the af- 
termath of a fight. 
Kitimat RCMP were 
kept busy that same 
evening with numerous 
complaints of raise on 
Stikine Street. A 
masher of minors were 
charged under• the 
liquor control icensing 
act for being minors In 
pmseseion of alcohol. 
One person has been 
arrested in connection 
with an assault at 1039 
Alexander Saturday 
evening. Charges are 
pending 10ut no other 
details are available. 
A total of 12 people were 
lodged in Terrace 
RCMP cells Friday 
night for various of. 
fences under the Liquor 
Control Act. 
On Friday, John Henry 
Haydon and Carl 
Radford, beth 18, face 
ch~ after two man 
were" ~i~chended In 
the rear"0f'the Terrace 
Hotel in possession of 
liquor. 
Tender 
awarded 
The tender for paving the 
Stewart airport hoe been 
awarded to L.G. Scottand 
Sons of Terrace, and work is 
expected to commence by 
mid-September. 
John Parnum, clerk- 
manager f~ the District of 
Stewart, said a 4000-foot long 
section of the runway having 
a 75-feet width will be paved, 
including an existing ~f- 
runwa~y loading and 
unloading apron. 
Parnum said, depending 
upon the paving contractor's 
schedule the Job should be 
completed by the end of 
September. 
Partial or possibly. 
complete closure of the 
airstrip to regular traffic 
may he neceuary from Sept 
I0 to 24. 
TO TOUR RUSSIA 
LOND0~ (~C~..)--~aUonal 
Opera t~r::'~i~, has 
been lnvfl~f~t0 */didertoke a 
2½wesk solo tour of Russia 
in March, lge0. 
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EDITORIAL 
The current dispute between the local 
college and the Open Learning Institute 
is one of economics. 
Institutions of higher learning are 
funded to a large extent on a per student 
basis. These institutions, as the numbers 
of traditional students declines because 
the birth rate has dropped, seek out the 
older students to keep enrollment 
figures up. 
That there are the clashes and is the 
fighting is evidence that there is no 
comprehensive, overall education policy 
in this province. 
There is a need for the large central 
universities, as certain projects and 
classes require equipment and facilities 
too costly to duplicate. There are also 
needs for smaller institutions in the 
larger commuj~itles around the province 
ands television program can link these 
with the major centres. 
As well as the traditional schools, an 
alternative program combining radio, 
television and newspapers as well as 
home study can meet the needs of many 
other students. 
What we need most, however, Is a co- 
ordlnated effort to balance the situation 
and see that the students benefit. 
COMMENT 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
I may not be in the same league as Thomas Atrili as 
a thinker. I may not be a widely read, and my prose 
may not be as elegant as Mr. Atri l l 's is. 
However, I can read a newspaper as well aa anyone 
else, and Imust take issue with Atrill's last'~olUmn, in
the Herald (Tuesday, Sept I lL 
I don't know where Atrili lives, but he can't possibly 
read the same papers, listen to the same radio or 
watch the same CBC News as I do every day. 
Catainly, Ed Broadbent is mentioned in the news 
almost daily. He heads the third largest party in 
Parliament. He may hold the balance of power when 
Parliament reconvenes next month. 
Certainly Jean Claude Parrot and MacDermott get 
coverage. If their unions decide to go on strike, the life 
of every Canadian will be affected. And of course, 
they are the heads of major unions. 
I cannot understand Mr. Atrlll's implication that 
every Conservative backbencher in Parliament is a 
terribly important person, while not a single man or 
woman who doesn't share his apparently "Rightis" 
views can be. 
'I also cannot understand why Mr. Airill doesn't feel 
that the continuing spectacle of man's destruction of 
his world is important enough to be mentioned in the 
news. Does he think that the current disaster in the 
Gulf of Mexico is an insignificant event?, ,,Every oil 
spill, every drop of acid rain, ever~ smog warning 
anywhere is important. We are killing o~salves, 
carrying our world to Hell in a handba~ket, and if that 
Isn't important han nothing is . . . .  
I am too young to recall the electiohMr. Atrill refers 
to. I may be too dense, or too'red", tounderstand why 
Mr. Atrill feels that the news industry is a tool in a 
socialist conspiracy. 
If there are no Conservative cabinet ministers 
"quote word for word," then perhaps they haven't 
said anything that we haven't heard a thousand times 
in a thous~d ifferent ways. The recent paucity of 
activity in the Conservative's summit conference in 
Jasper would have been the reason for a lack of 
"quotes," not the fact that newsmen aren't interested 
in what was going on. 
One more thing comes to mind that I feel I must say. 
Anyone who fails to take any news they read, 
regardless of political bias without a grain of salt is a 
fool. Any intelligent human being questions in- 
formation they are given from any source, 
Yes, I do wonder W~at is going on in the world. But I 
am keeping an open mind, in order to enable myself to 
find out, whether I like it or not. 
Letters welcome 
• i~le Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of pouible 
libel or had taste. W~ may silo edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
'Of course, its a totally ridiculous idea that nuclear 
causes genetic deformity.' 
TURNABOUT 
• OTTAWA 
i OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa-Sometime in this coming parliamentary 
session, earlier than the government hopes or exPects, 
the House of Commons will consider the sombre 
question: "Should we bring back capital punish- 
ment?" 
• An early call of the issue to the floor maybe an- 
ticipated because of the number of MPs who are piling 
bill upon bill on the Commons Order Paper call 
calling for restoration. . . . 
The debate is sure to arouse strong passions on oom 
sides of the argument. 
• But the most olling argumenthns been advanced by 
Duncan Beattie, two-torm Conservative MP for 
Hamilton Mountain, who is in strong'support of capital 
punishment despite the fact that his brother Stephen, 
is on death row in Florida waiting for his end in the 
electric chair for the murder of his business par~er 
and two women. 
Mr. Beattie is not taking what he terms could be the 
easy way out." in abstaining from the vote when the 
issue is called for resolution by each and every MP 
standing up to be counted, for or against. 
His compelling reason is this, and no other MP in 
any of the several previous debates which the 
abolitionists won, first quite easily, more recently by 
r narrowin[~ margins, has put it quite so basically: 
"The death penalty never eally h~tb : ia~~ 
the House of Corn.mona. Parliame " p y 
over to the criminals the exclusive franchise of in- 
, flitting it." 
The abolitionists still have in their ranks the heads 
of the three parties, Prime Minister Joe Clark, Liberal 
radiation Leader Pierre Trudeau and New Democratic Leader 
Ed Breadbent. 
What they haven't this time is strong public opinion. 
Perhaps they never ea;Jy hadit in any of the earner 
votes because it wasn't organized and lacked clear 
and decisive majority articulation. 
Now it's different, for if the opinion polls are 
correct, support by the Conservatives of the death 
penalty was one of the faetore in their winning the 
election. 
" Driven from office in that election were some 100, 
S a i l  ~ e  c o m e b a c k  majority of them Liberals, withanewDemoerats, a n d m o s t  of them abolitioni ts. m ay  ma Whether they were all true-at.heart abolitionists is 
• perhaps debatable. 
• But not open to argument- for the votes are there on 
OTTAWA (CP') -- The used to have their vessels ngelo International Corp., Brown says the City of Hansard-is the fact..:,that,~ t~y  .tL~ler Prime 
opening of the Suez canal eroastheAtlanlicat33knols, has been asked by.the Hamburg and the ship- ]VdnisterTrudeau'sth/imbhiscablnetandtheLiberal 
and the development of for example -- which is federal energy department building institute at Ham- 
steam power sounded the about three times the to recommend ways of burg University are sup- whip, they stood, disciplined and obedient, and 
death haell of commercial average crossing speed of a reducing Canada's oil porting further research on sustained abolition. 
sailing ships more than a sailing ship -- now order consumption, the dyuaship. In their place are 100 or so new Members, many of 
century ago. them to travel at 22 Imot~" While mnat of that work Brown sees the need to them elected, among other reasons, for their support 
But the proddent of an or- Brown says considerable has been in the trucking duplicate this research, but of the now almost public drive to bring hack capital 
tawa consulting firm t~oearch as been 'done in industry, Brown nays he says the Canadian govern- punishment. 
foresees the time when other countries on liana to make an informal merit should put together a Some already have their motions on the House 
modern-day versions of the sophisticated sailing ships approach to government on working group of experts, Order Paper. 
toll ships will be plying the with computer-controlled sailing ships as well. including shipbuilders, to So this time it won't matter what Joe Clark, Pierre 
seas in large numbers, sails and auxiliary engines One design that has caught pursue the idea. Trudeau and Ed Broadbent want; the House will do 
"I really do believe they -- rexenrch that expects will lie eye is the dysaship of 
will become widespread," soon attract government German inventor Wilhelm ."What the Canadian, what`the ptlblic, says it must. . . . .  ,~  . . . . . . . .  ~ .  ~,~ 
says C. Alexander Brown. support. Proles. Prolos analysed the ' government eeds to do is to Foi ;  this time the public has the organized support of 
"The determining factor is "We are in danger of shortcomings of traditimal provide the seed to get the police and more important or many lawyers and 
not going to be sentiment, missing the heat, if yon'll sailing ships and came up started. "They should look judges. 
it's going to be economies." excuse the pun," he says. with a plan for a 17,0004an sad see what is possible." Most murders in Canada take place as a result of 
The main reason for "I'd like to see Canada up vessel not unlike the old "Joe Clark is a Prairie family quarrels wbere enraged husbands or wives kil] 
Brown's belief in a revival of there among the first schooners in appearance, man, so this thing might not one another or their children, it is. questionable 
commercial sailing ships is group." However, the sails are on excite him, but I hope it will whether capital punishment would deter this type of 
rising oil prices. He says it is "This country does have a runners and can be folded interest some of the mem- 
already uneconomical torun shipbuilding tradition, and inside hollow masts with bers of the government frem murder. 
propellerdriven ships at high what we did with Bluenose l l hydraulic controls. A the Alinnlic region who have But today we are facing a rapidly changing 
speed, we could do with cargo ships computer is used to set the some sea water in their situation, an eruption of two far more terrifying kinds 
"For many cargoes, speed on a trial basis and see what ship's course and the actual veins, and that they wm© of murder. 
is not important. "Some comes out of it." job of safl~n8 is reduf~, el- something about,true: ol . '" FirsL murder by~ madmen or terrorists who use the 
shipping companies that Brown'scempany, Carola- m0stto~n'e-maneperat]on, purturdty." : bo~l~'~r fire and t l ie~un-:a wm:ldinfection that 
" already has spread, notably to Montreal-to kill large 
numbers of innocent people with whom they have no 
quarrel. PRISON FEATURE ~o.d ,  murders by gunmen who kill almost 
casually in the course of theft or other lesser crime. 
It is these people , the ci'Iminal, says Duncan f violence Beattie, who Parliament has st lowed to have what A history o punishment.am°untst°am°n°p°ly°ntheexerciseofcapitni 
They alone can pass the sentence of death. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 41-hour smashed chairs and cupboards in two carpentry instructors at 
hostage-taking which ended with a five cells and damaged plumbing in Imifepoint to back up demands he be 
prison classification officer shot to support of prisoners who rioted 11 transferred to Stony Mountain 
death by guards is one of the most days earlier at the penitentiary in penitentiary in Maultob,~ 
notorious of the many violent in- Kingston, Ont. --July, 1975- Robert Gary Hume 
ddenis at the century-old British -- April, 1963-- Biggest riot at B.C. held a prison barber hostage, TO D A Y  I N H I STO RY  
Columbia penitentiary, pen to date. Guard Pat Dennis was demanding to be sent to regional 
It was also the first of three taken hostage after three prisoners' • psychiatric entre in Abbotsford. 
hostage incidents involving con- made an unsuccessful attempt o -- February, 1975 -- Bruce, Dwight 
victod murderer Andy Bruce, 29. escape and bring attention to plight Lucas, who participated in the 
Bruce and two other prisoners of a prisoner who hed:been, trans. ' Steinbauser incident, and Dwight Charles Stuart, dubbed for Upper Canada opened at 
held 15 hqstagas in a vault for 41 tarred to menial unit, and who thdy,' L0we held three guar& at knifepoint Bonnie Prince Charlie and Newark of the Niagara 
hours in June, 1976. The vault was to said was not mentally ill,. At,the-- ,' for 14 hours tii tte re tor of the B.C. the Young Pretender, frontier. 
have been demolished after a 1972 same time, 300 prisoners began a peu~Dragan Cernclic, went on tale- entered Edinburgh 234 years 1939 -- The Soviet Union 
hostoge-iaking when a woman riot in dormitory b lncks . .Po i lee :nnd  • .:atitfion and promised to improve ago' today -- in 1745 - - and invaded Poland during the 
~ee n employee was held inside at guards used teear gas ,to put down ." conditians in doliisry confinement was crowned king of Second World War. 
point, the disturbance slier.eight honrs~. '~ ,mit. Scotland the following day. ' 1949-- A fire broke out in 
Although the Scots were not t7 Canada Steamship Lines 
,The siege ended when a prison The hostage was'released after 15 ' .--Aprti, lSTS--Jean-MarcGeriepy, keen to invade Engiand, passenger vessel Noronic, 
tiactical squad stormed the only hours. ' ' ' :.' " :~' Serge Barrette, John Lucsa and Charles raised 6,000 men and killing 119 persons. 
door of the tiny, windowless room in --  August, 1970-- Prisene~ staged a leonard Paquette held three guards began a march on London. 1951 -- The first election 
the prison in suburban New West- revolt in the exercise yard to protest for 13 hours~ Gariepy and Barrette The army, however, was was held in the Northwest 
minster. Classification officer Mary the death of fellow prtsener.Walton demanded and were granted 
Steinhauser died in a hail of bullets Brass who they said was murdered, forced back at Derby and the Territories. transfer to'Maisqui psychiatric 2,000 survivors were 
and Bruce was seriously wounded, and'to protest skin frisks in which centre. LucasLand Paquetto wanted annihilated at the battle of Ig~ -- Field Marshal Vis- 
count Bernard Montgamery A federal commission of inquiry they were stripped andsearched by transfer to a different section of the Culloden. Charles fled to of Britain retired as deputy 
criticized the three priyosers for guards. Tear gasandftrehoses were B.C. pen. France where he died in supreme commander for the 
Steinhauser's death, used to end uprising after eight --September, 197S--Nlnepriseners exile. 
But the ~port, by then-Chief hours, took Walter Day, a food services North Atlantic Treaty 
Justice John Farris of the B.C. -- December, '1970 -- Three worker, and guard Wayne Ciuhert 1792-- The ftrst assembly Organization. 
Supreme Court; also criticized a prisoners held a guard at knifepoint hostage in the prison kitchen. At the 
series of actions by prison officials for 2½ hours before getting their same time, prisoners in east wing 
and guards, none of whom was request ,he  transferred O St. went onarumpegewhichcaused G o o d  
named. Vincent de Paul prison in Quebec. $1.5 million damage and virtually news However, durtmg his inquiry, -- Aagmt, 1572 --Deputy Prison destroyed the wing. The hostoge- Farris had named Gilbert Holllnger Director Hugh Greet and claeai- taking and riot lasted five days. 
as the guard who, following the flcaifon officer Jean Young were 
attack, mixed up the guns used by held hostage for 10 hours by two -- January, 1978 -- The longest TORONTO (CP) -- An news release said. 
guards. The convicts were not ar- prisoners, ho~togu-toking in the B.C. pen's anticancerdrug being tested Forty-five volunteer 
mad with guns, * --February, It';5 -- Michael Wayne history began with an aborted at Toronto General Hospital patiente were recently 
Farris said Hollinger deliberately Ptatko held recreation instructor breakout attempt by five prisoners, has been successful in treated with the drug for 
caused the mixup to ensure that the SUm Blady at knifepoint for four who then held 13 persons hostage, treating rats and has helped intestinal osneer and cancer 
man who fired the shot which killed hours before getting his requested Not all of the heatagee were held for the majority of patients who of the pancreas. In .a 
Miss Steishanoer could never be transfer to regional psychiatric the fullweekthedramaissted; hey volunteered for treatment, majority of cases, the 
identified, centre at Maisqui. were released at various stages. A second phase of studies disease regressed or 
Other violent chapters in the B.C. -- Merch, 1975 -- In almost ua This was Bruce's third heetage-tak- involving cancer of the colco stabilized. 
pen's history include: cerhon.copy of the February in. ing. He and Stephen Hall were the is under way at Toronto 
-- 8eptembor, 1164 -- 100 prisoners cJdent, an unidentified prisoner held last two prisoners to surrender. General and Mount Sinai Tests are being eondacted 
hospitals and should provide by Dr. Rudolf E.Falk, the 
::.:::::.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:::;:::::~:.:::::;:::.:;:::;:.:.:.::::::::::::::::::~:;:;:.:.:.::::::::~:::::;:;:.:.:.:.::::::::::::;:::::.:.:.:::::.:::::::::::::::.:.:::::::::::::.:.:;:;:~:;:::::::~:~:~:~:::::~:~:::;:;:::;: results in about two years, hospital s director of on- 
The drug, NED IS'/, is de- colegy service, and eonld 
signed to stimulate natural result in the drug being used 
defences, causing the body to following standard cancer Tenth part of an l 1-part feature reject cancerous tissue surgery,  rad io lo , ics l  
similar to the way it rejects a t r e a t m • n t s a n d 
transplanted heart, a chemotherapy, the release 
:::.:.::::::::.::...;::::::::::~:;..;.~::~:::...;:~:.:;:~:;:.;:::.::::::.::::::::::::::::::~~:.:~:: Cenadlan Cancer Society said. 
Alcsn 's new 
paste plant 
'rhis view, looking eastward across Douglas Channel, alumina. At least three new silos, with room for a 
shows where Alcan's new carbon paste plant will be fourth as shown, will be built for coke storage. The 
located in relation to existing buildings near the wharf present coke storage building behind these new shoe 
at the south end of the smelter site. The plant, left, will be converted for storage of hard pltch from 
win be west of the present silos used for storage of .AIean's suppliers in Europe and Austr~lla. 
Sp l i t  shows  over  wh i te  r ights  
majority-rule constitution will n~t give in to guerrilla 
and what they considered as demands that they control 
safeguards were not really themilltary, ssys he plans to 
that important after all," he So home at the end of this 
said. week. 
Robert Mugabe, a co- 
drBritish and Patriotic Front lendorof the Patriotic Front, 
aftconatitutionsprssented said in a radio interview 
to the conference so far have Sunday that he would regard 
made no allowance for a MOzorewa's departure as 
white blocking mechanism "good riddance to bad 
that 'would prevent con- rubbish" andthat he Front 
stitutiounl change, and both would continue negotiations 
envisaged the removal of with the British. 
white control over the mill- Mugabe and Patriotic 
tary and ' civil ad- 
Front co-leader Joshua 
Nkomo are demanding the 
dismantling of the white-led 
armed forces as part of a 
settlement. 
However ,  Rev .  
Ndabaningi Sltholo, a 
member of Bishop 
Muzorewa's team, said 
Sunday: "lf you are going te, 
get a settlement, you have to 
negotiate on these other 
issues (such as the military), 
otherwise you haven't got a 
settlement, have you?" 
The Herald, Mondey, September 17, 1979, Page $ 
HEALTH 
LONDON (Ranter) - -  A safeguards must'be in.place 
split over the issue of to protect whites. 
guarantees for the white "I can't believe that 
minority has emerged anyone would say such a 
between Zi.mba~we thing," Smith said of 
Rbodealan leaders as they Muzorewa's remarks. "We 
prepare to resume peace all know-- we are all agreed 
negotiations today with - - :  that the. re~ntlon of 
guerrilla leaders attempting an~eguar~ for  me .w.hi~ 
to overthrow the Salisbury .peopxe .are ansom~exy WmL 
Sovernment~ :",:+' ' .... : .,r...ew ot no plan to abandon 
,+ .. , ,. - ,  ~.:~ . . . , "  
Prime Minister Abel . . . . . . .  secona wee~ uxmy yam me 
Muzorewa indicated that . . . . . . . . .  ~auaoury governmen~ uno 
such guarantees for the leaders of the Patriotic 
cabinet seats and control of 
the day.to-day operations of 
the military, Judiciary and 
civil service for at least five 
years. 
At the time the con- 
stitutional agreement bet- 
ween Smith and moderate 
black leaders in Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia was struck, 
Muzorewa described the 
guarantees an essential to 
lxevent the country, from 
losing badlysieeded white 
sulk. 
ministrations. 
After a slow-moving first 
week during which the 
conference convened for an 
average of 45 minutes a day, 
there was no indication that 
the guerrillas and the 
Salisbury government bad 
found any common ground. 
Muzorewa, who insists be 
whites were no longer Front guerrilla alliance 
required, scheduled to begin detailed 
However, former prime discussions on a new con- 
minister lan Smith, a white alituUon, 
and a member of Currently, whites are 
Muzorewa's  b i rac ia l  guaranteed 2o seats in the 
coalition government, told Zimbabwe Rhodes ian 
reporters ,Sunday t~pt" parliament, a:quarte~ of/the 
|~+, , . . .~ ' , , ' . , ; ,  ~ '  ,+ , . : : r t : : ;~  -~) ~ l . .  ~: - ;~ ' . • . . . 
However, Muzorewa said 
in his speech Saturday that 
whites, outnumbered 30 to 
one by the country's 6.8 
million blacks, have nothing 
to fear from majority rule. 
"Anyone doubting this will 
discover, like the whites in 
Kenya did many years ago, 
that'"tlVe~r fears of a 
. ,;  C.~. : . .  ' : ; .  ' "  . . . .  ~.  
Blacks said in need of a 
polit ical organization lobby 
TORONTO (CP) -- "There may be 150,000 
Toronto blacks, need to blaci~'in Metro (Tor~n~), 
o~anizea'n'effe~t|W'10bby if "~t+ooly 5,-000 belong to the + 
they want to be listened to, a very visible groups which 
black youth conference was claim to represent 
told Saturday. everyone," Lloyd Perry, On- 
tario's official guardian and 
the highest-ranked black law 
official in Canada, said in an 
interview. 
Fewer than 50 people 
showed up at the Ontario 
Black Youth Conference, 
billed as a highly topical 
seminar in connection with 
Toronto police shootings of He said the city's black 
Albert Johnson last month community is scattered and 
and Andrew (Buddy) Evans unorganized. 
last year. Both men were Conference chairman trcal Protestant school 
black. Louis March said he was board and community 
organizer with the B!ack 
Co .m~..u~llt y Centi'a! Ad-. 
n~(ra~bn Of"Q'~ly~;' said 
police harassment had been 
a problem for blncks in 
Montreal. 
But the blacks bandied the 
problem by organizing. 
themselves into powerxun 
citizen groups and in- 
sligating nlese relations with 
senior police officials. 
"Each time a new batch of 
rookie cops hits the streets, 
you get a whole new problem 
harassment soyou have to 
keep in clo~e touch with 
senior officers, poliUcians 
and the mayor." 
Whittaker said Montreal 
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DR. BOB YOUNG 
Just because we can cure 
something does not mean 
that we can ignore it. Un- 
fortunately this attitude has 
occurred to some extent, in 
the case of sexually Bran- 
emitted, or venereal, 
diseases. 
is a fallacy on two 
coonts. In the first place 
medicine will not invariably 
cure gonorrobea orsyphilis. 
Antiblotlc~reolatant strains 
of gonorrchca are becoming 
more common and at least 
o.e death was caused by this 
disease in BC during the past 
year. 
Secondly, the diseases 
tend to he"pcoh.pochad' to 
some extent by both 
the patients (particularly 
younger ones) and regret- 
tably, by some physicians. 
The patients think that a 
prescription for penicillin or 
some other antibiotic is 
sufficient. They may forget 
to seed their partner for 
treatment, either out of 
spite, or because they do not 
realize that it is necessary, 
because they do ts often 
the case, they know notldng 
about the contact except 
perhaps a first name. 
The law requires that 
physicians report cases of 
Sonorrohca and syphilis 
under their care. The doctor 
is also expected to try and 
find enough information 
about the patient's exual 
cmtacta to allow them to be 
found so they can be treated. 
Reporting has been poor, by 
and large, and this makes 
the work of the Division of 
Venereal Disease Control 
very difficult. 
disappointed that  so few 
attk~d~d)~h~'cbnfereoce. 
"We won't be treated like 
human beings, in this town 
until wo get involved," 
March said. 
Carl Whittaker of Men- 
treal tmid apathy is partly to 
blame for the friction bet- 
wsen some blacks and the 
Metropolitan Toronto Police 
Department. 
Whittaker, a school com. 
mmtssioner with the Men- 
Each diasoesed case of 
gonor rohea  usua l ly  
represents another dozen 
cases in the community. In 
this promiscuous age some 
of the hidden cases are in- 
fectin8 other people every 
day,often unknowingly. 
Gonorrohca, like heart 
disease, Is one of the 
epidemics of our times. 
Although not usually l~e- 
threatening venereal 
is not without complicatioes 
and it should not he ignored. 
|ietriot el Terrace 
new lease  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
Mnsquusm Indian band is 
asking Federal Court 
Tuesday to change lease 
rates on prime band land it 
claims are now well below 
fair market values. 
The band's lawyers are 
iacinK blame on the 
pariment of Indian af. 
fairs, which it says 
negotiated the lease on 
behalf of the band ilu'oagh an 
agent. 
Association. 
Connolly said Saturday 
there appeared to be 
misunderstanding between 
the Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association and the police 
representatives over the 
form of the meeting, sched- 
uled for this evening. 
He said police hadbelieved 
the discussion would be held 
behind closed doors. 
"We should not he getting 
involved in public discussion 
with emotions running the 
saidWaY, they are," Counolly 
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Petro-Conada needs size 
and government ownership 
to give it clout that will 
counterbalance foreign 
dominalion and give the 
public a window on the oil in. 
dostry, Phillips said. 
"It would be a sellout to 
the foreign oil companies to 
sell or weaken PetroCan," 
the former Vancouver 
mayor said. "To get rid of 
the profitable parts would he 
stupid and costly to the tax- 
payers who would have to 
subsidize the shrunken 
remainder." He said the 
federal ,~overnment should 
stren2then PetroCanada 
rst~, r than weakening it. 
Petro-Caneda is now the 
largest Canadian-owned oil 
company but it should build 
shooting of eight Toronto 
residents inthe past year be. Natives . .  a public meeting at this time would he inap- 
propriate, said Mal Con. 
nelly, president of the 
w a n t  a Metropolitan Toronto Pol l"  
blackswere shocked by the ~ ~ ~ 
IOVTOFlPetrocan moves -+"+'°" 11 :° - ++" Torodto last month. :15 Cont'd Night News Cont'd "We .found itdifficult to , :30 The Best Final Hour Cont'd 45 belL,e~e that the police would' , Of Carson P.M. F ina l  . Berneby 
I .~AC.~ I /~B°~sF°R°' B'C' <CP) unt" It ls one of Canodn's - "  deem' a 'ether in' ~ ~  
-- The sale of the profitable ..ha3est companies, right up front of his. Sevan-year-old~ • Cont'd Kolak Late . . Jones 
holdings of government- mere with the blg mmu-. daughter." " .  ~, ~ . '  ' ' :. Cont'd Cont'd Show , - :  Cont'd 
TEUBMONT, Md ( ) --  owned Fetro.Canadn would nationals," he 8al~ . .. ,M. Rim 145 Cont'd Ccot'd 'Untamed'. Cont'd 
President Carter, trying to ' The Internauonat o,  Cont'd " Johnson was shot,Aug. 26. Late Movie beat his own best running be a sellout to foreign oil Cont'd " • Cont'd companies and mean a companies don't care about when police went o hls heme . - on a complalnt,,Polica'soid ~ ~ ~ 
histime'benamevisiblytiredinfirst competit ve race cesUy burden on taxpayers, Canada'sanerly future. We Johngou.cameatthemwith ' WEDNESDAY 10 a,m, to  5 p .m.  
Saturday and dropped out on Art Phillips (I/Vancouver should have the lride and what looked like an axe, but 
his doctor's orders. Centre) said Saturday. guts to stand up to them and turned out to .be~ a prden"  ." "~ ' 
"Thayhadtodragmeoff," Phillips, the only Liberal determine our own energy edger. • ': " ! , ' . .  .~ ' "  
MP elected West of future." Whittaker told. the con,. " "New High Friendly Webster Electric 
the president said latcr at an 1(') on awardseeremonyandplceic Manitoba in the May 22 IPhilllps also ~aid the feronce the time has come',; . ':'. 15 Rollers Giant Cont'd Company 
at Catoctin Mountain federal election, told a government should continna for blacks in Toronto to ,  i . : . ,  30 Wheel of Mister Creative M for Mmlc 
National Park. "I didn't Fraser Valley East Liberal the previous Liberal policy organize because nothing ' ~.. "~. L, 45 Fortune Oressup Cooking Word ShOp 
want to stop." riding association meeting ofralalngullpricasslowlyby more can be said about he d "Mind Sesame 'Mad 'Universe 
Much of the 10.kilometre that the new Progressive about $I a barrel every six plight of the blacks that ' " ' I , ..00 
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stopped to rest, wimesses sell Petro-Canada nd its consumers, he argued, dropped out of a scheduled 'Days 'Noon 'Nova 
said, Carter kept running, wHeY to speed up oil price Phillips spoke from a text forum to discuss the police News 
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After passing ihe dx.klio- 
metre mark, the president's 
personal physician, Dr. 
William Luk~h, who also 
was running, told Carter he 
looked too tired to finish. 
At first the president 
refused, but than reluctantly 
agreed and was helped into a 
car and taken back to the 
idenUal retreat of Camp 
d above this Maryland 
• ~0V~U.  
Carter ezpinineJ later he 
had run the course four 
Umm bofore with two aides, 
"Our best time was 50 
minutes nnd we were trying 
to cut that by sbe~ four 
minutes today and didn't 
quite make it," he said, 
Phillips slams 
|Cer.) (CTV) (P~S] 
5 p.m. to midnight 
ARENA BANQUET R0OM 
1'30 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 18, 1919 
Copies of theptsn are available at the Municipal Office 
and at the meeting. 
NOTIOE 
PUBLI0 NEETIN6 
To Discuss the first draft of the Terrace Communl~ 
Plan 
i 
6. Tlm H~raM, Monday, September 17, 1979 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
THIS WEEKS 
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE 
Fish Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight -& Sound 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jansen 
Gift Certificate - 
Courtesy Saan Store 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Tackle Box & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen ,., 
r 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation included 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena Mal l  
Merchants  Assoc ia t ion  
To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
RULES 
- Any salmon caught in fresh : i-~ All entries must be ac- 
~ 'cbmpanied by a valid anglers water within a 50 mile rad ius  .~ 
of Terrace is eligible . . . .  " "li'ccnce and an official entry 
- Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
"', fo[m available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of ~e Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible• 
Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald. 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
mHJskeena mall daily herald 
i SALMON FISHI   il 
I Name . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ l e , t e ~ J l ~  , [I 
, . , f / t  I i i  
I Address . . . . . . . .  ~7"  . : - ' : -  I . -~ '  ' ~-~,  ~ l-~,fg~l~ I I I  
,, . . . . . . .  . I,I, 
li .ov . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I  ,ace 
I Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "N I: . . . .  . . . .  I Official Weight . . . . . . .  - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~  
I,! Ph°ne - :Z  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J ~'" 
hctold SPO RTS 
Kelly's 8 a crusher 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Rookie Brian Kelly caught 
eight passes fir 239 yards 
and two touchdowns to direct 
Edmonton Eskimos to a 
crushing 40 to 8 victory over 
British Columbia Lions 
Sunday in a battle for first 
place in the Canadian 
Football League's Western 
Conference. 
The undefeated Eskimos 
scored on the first offensive 
play of the game, an 80-yard 
pass-and-run effort from 
Tom Wilkinson to Kelly, and 
it was soon evident hat the 
Lions were in for a football 
lesson. 
Tom Scott with two, and 
Waddeil Smith also collected 
• touchdowns a  the Eskimos 
ran their record to 8-0-2 and 
polled three points ahead of 
B.C. It was the Lions' second 
loss of the season. 
Dave Cutler converted all 
five touchdowns and kicked 
a 51-yard field goal and Hank 
llealc garnered singles on 
two booming punts for the 
nthor Edmonton points as 
the Eskimos fashioned 
quarter margins of 7-1, 14-1 
nnd 22-1. 
The Lions managed to sal- 
vage the season's longest 
gain from scrimmage from 
an otherwise frustrating 
mcounter -- a 106 pass.and- 
mn touchdown by Leon 
Bright after a fourth quarter 
pass from relief quarterback 
Mike Nott. Lui Paseagiia had 
two singles. 
Lions coach Vic Rapp 
didn't take kindly to the 
humiliating defeat, He ex- 
changed harsh words with 
Edmonton assistant coach 
JoeFaraghelli after the final 
gun. That led to post, game 
pushing and shoving by 
players from beth teams, 
including a leas-than.gentle 
jab at Eskimo head coach 
Hugh Campbell. 
"A lot of itwas personal," 
Campbell said afterwards. 
"But themain thing was that 
Rapp was critictalng our 
points total. 
"My feeling is that they 
are a good football team and 
could do the same thing tous 
in our third game in Van- 
esuver. If they do beat us 
there, the point spread could 
determine flint place. In 
msmce, we are playing a 
two-game totsi-pointsertes 
and in that situatien you 
have to take the points when 
you can get them." 
Rapp, still upset a while 
'after the game, said he 
didn't buy Campbell's ex- 
planation. He said the 
situation was entirely th~ 
fault of the Eskimo coaches. 
"I don't blame one player on 
the Eskimo team. They just 
do what they are told." . 
The Eskimos howed little 
mercy against the Lions who 
had managed to tie the Grey 
Cup champions 14-14 in a 
previous game. 
They piled np 467 yards 
passing and 60 yards rushing 
as Wilkinson and Warren 
Moon, who each played a 
half, completed 21 of 30 
passes. The Lions, with Joe 
Paopao calling signals for 
the first three quarters, had 
221 yards passing and 62 
rushing., 
The. Eskimos rubbed it in 
with a 12.yard touchdown 
poas from Moon to Scott with 
just six seconds left to play. 
The Lions, meanwhile, 
could do little right. A 
holding call wiped out a 81- 
yard touchdown run by. 
• " t 
~,l ~. 
rd  
tlghtend Harry Holt that ...... 
would have tied the game in ,. 
the first quarter. Then the ,: 
Eskimo defence slammed , 
the door six tlmes in the third 
quarter after Paoleo and 
Holt cemhined for a 63-yard ii 
less that ook the ball to the 
Edmonton five yard line. 
Wilkinson completed eight .: 
d nine passes for 214 yards 
and Moon was good on IS of 
21 for 253 yards. Smith had 
six receptions for 132 yards . 
and Scott five for 78 yards. 
Bright, in action for the ~ 
flrsttimeafter 30 days on the 
injured reserve list, had an 
e~hanstlng afternoon before 
42,778 fans. 'He had 185 yards 
on five kick off returns in 
ndditlon to his 106 touchdown 
mmpin which he outran Joe ~'. 
Hollimen of the Eskimos. :~ 
Paspao and Nott com-~! 
pleted 15 of 24 passes,. 
although the eight that 
Paopao connected with pro- ':. 
doced a meager 33 yards, '. 
with one to Bright winding,i~ 
up in a 12-yard loss. 
In rushing, Jim Germany 
hed55 yards an 18 carries for..~ 
Edmonton and Larry Key ~', ~. 
yards on 13 carries for the ~: 
Lions. 
Kirks pair added taunt 
REGINA (CP) -- Calvin 
Kirk came back to haunt his 
former teammates Sunday 
when he scored two touch- 
downs to help power Calgary 
Stampeders to a 52-10 
Western Football Confer- 
ence victory over Saskat- 
chewan Roughriders. 
The game was the first for 
Kirk since he was re.acquired 
by Calgary after being 
released by the Riders 
almost wo weeks ago. Kirk 
'started the year with 
""Calgary, was dropped and 
went tom askatchewan for 
two games before rellturng 
to the Stampeders. 
The fleet Calgary wide re- 
ceiver scored one touchdown 
on a 64-yard punt return and 
the other on a four-yard pass 
from quarterback Ken 
Johnson. 
The Stsmpodem went into 
i the 8~h~a two, game 
tosing~"sfri~al~ btlt met 'little 
resistance from the Riders, 
who have lost all 10 of their 
CFL games this year. The 
loosing streak equals the 
league record, also set by 
Saskatchewan in 1959. 
The chance to play 
Saskatchewan proved to be 
the remedy for what had 
been a sputtering Calgary 
offence as the Stampeders 
held quarter leads of 16-0, 30- 
7 and 44.10. 
Calgary's record is 6-3. 
Aside from Kirk's two ma- 
jors, Stampeders also got 
three touchdowns from 
mnninghsck Willie Burden. 
The veteran Calgary hall 
carder scored on rnns of 
three and one yards and took 
a 12-yard John Hufnagel 
leSS for the other. 
James Sykes scored on a 
three-yard run and wide re- 
osiver Tom Forzani got the 
ethw Calgary touchdown on 
a 29-yard Hufnagel pass. 
Plaeekleker J. T. Hay con- 
verted all the touchdowns, 
added a 55-yard single and 
punter Mike McTague 
rounded out the scoring with 
singles of 68 and 73 yards. 
The only bright spot in 
what has become a re- 
occurring nightmare for the 
Roughriders was in the 
second quarter when slot- 
back Willie Wilders took a 
Craig Juntunen pass 9t~ 
yards down the sidelines f0~,. ona~,[~, j~i~any serious 
a touchdown. It marked the suSt~|'~ed offence. Lloyd 
Roughriders' first major in 
17 quarters. Bob Macoritti 
converted and added a 49- 
yard field goal. 
With a wind gusting to 40 
kilometres anhour at their 
backs, the Stampeders put 
the game away early with 
starting quarterback John 
Hufnngel at the controls. 
Calgary's first touchdown 
was set up by an intcrceptien 
by AI Burleson, a trend 
which lasted for most of the 
game, 
TheStempo picked off four 
Saskatchewan passes and 
turned three into touch- 
downs. Linebacker Bernie 
Morrison intercepted two, 
Burleson and Robert 
Sparkes got one each. 
Johnson took over the 
quarterhacking chores for 
the Stamps in the second half 
and had little difficulty 
~hredding the porous Rider 
dofe~ce. 
Juntunen, who backed up 
Hufnngel for six games last 
year in Calgary, started for 
Saskatchewan but was 
Patterson also started spot . 
dot~ at quarterback for the. 
Riders hat with virtually the 
same results. 
The Calgary offence rolled 
for 29 first downs and 431 
yards total offence, 710along c 
the ground. In contrast, the 
Riders managed only nine 
first downs and 215 offence,. 
179 in the air .... 
Sykes was the workhorse 
~ddtg'~t~ ~r~u~,~f~ ' tht t 
Stamp'eden, licking up 141 ~ 
yards in 27 carries. Burden 
get 96 yards in 16 carries. 
Burden was also the top 
Calgary receiver, grabbing 
six passes for 87 yards. 
Hufnegelwas good on nine 
of 17 attempts for 126 yards 
and Jchnaon clicked on four 
of seven attempts for' 41 
yards. Harland Hucklchy, in . 
his s~gn0,~.game for the 
Riders, got 37,yards on nine 
carries and Wilder was the 
top receiver with two cat- 
ches for 152 yards. 
Juntunen was good on only 
four of 15 passes and Pat- 
terson was two for eight. 
They only need four now 
Mark Behngor drove in 
three runs after launching 
Baltimore's nine-run first 
inning with a single and the 
Orioles roiled to a 13-3 
decision over Boston Red 
Sox Sunday, ,lowcring their 
"magic number" for clio- 
ching 'the American League 
~East charnpionship to four 
~sRmce. 
~ Any comlinatlon of four 
~Baltimore victories or 
L .  , Milwaukee Brewers defeats 
',,will give the Orioles the 
:divisional rifle. 
Mea~l~ g~l~imore's 
• .v i c to~o~l~ r~i'ih -New 
v J, !~ A L,..,. J. 
York Yankee's 8-4, 12-inning 
loss to Detroit Tigers 
eliminated the defending 
World Series champions 
from the East race. The 
Yankees had won two 
straight world cham- 
lionshipo and three AL titles 
in a row• 
Milwaukee kept pace with 
Baltimore by beating the 
Westleading California 
Angels 2-1. 
The Orioles ent 14 batters 
to the plate in the first inning 
against John Tudor and two 
successors before Gary Roe- 
There's a lot of you, 
And a lot you 
can oo, 
With the Red Cross. 
rdcke, who drove in the first 
two runs with a bases-loaded 
single, took a third strike to 
ond the rally. 
Belanger, who had six RBI 
in 1~ times at-bat, was 
struck by a pitched hall on a 
second trip of the inning to 
ckive ina run, and added two 
more later with a sacrifice 
fly and a single, . 
Lance Parrish's bases- 
loaded single in the 12th 
inning keyed'a four-run rally 
that carried the Tigers past 
the Yankees. New .York's 
Rich Goasage, pitching his 
longest outing of the year 
with 51-3 innings, gave up 
five hits in the 12th as the 
Tigers broke a tie that had 
been established by Roy 
White's dramatic ninth- 
inning homer off Aurelio 
Lopez. 
. Panl Molitor denbled home 
Charlle Moore in the seventh 
inning and Gorman Thomas 
bolted his 42nd home run of 
the year, leading Milwaukee 
over California, 
Julio Cruz drove in two 
runs and Bobby Valentine 
and Rodney Craig each 
collected two hits as Seattle 
Mariners downed Kansas 
City Royals 6-3. 
Meanwhile in the 
National League, Montreal 
Expos took ovor first place in 
the East by percentage 
points over Pittsburgh 
Pirates after splitting a 
doubleheader with St. Louis 
Cardinals. The Expos lost 
the first game 4-3 and won 
the second 5-1 in 1O innings as 
Pittsburgh lost a 3-0 decision 
to New York Mets. 
Cincinnati Reds improved 
its lead to 2½ games over 
Houston Astros in the West 
by beating Los Angeles 
Dodgers 2.0 while the Astros 
lost 2-I to San l~-anciseo, 
Giants. 
The Dodger loss 
CIaudell Washil gtm's 
two-run homer in the first ~ 
inning and Mike Squires' tie- 'i 
breaking homer in the 
seventh powered rookie Rich 
Doison and Chicago White 
Sax to a 5-2 victory over 
Oakland A's, 
Roy Howell hit a solo 
homer and scored three 
times while John Mayberry 
added a solo shot and scored 
two runs to lead Toronto. 
Blue Jays to an 8-2 victory 
over Cleveland Indians. 
eliminated the defending NL 
• champiens from the West 
rece. 
Ken Oherkfell cracked a ~ 
mnseoring double and Keith 
Hernandez and Garry 
Templeton added RBI . 
singles to kad the Cardinals' 
~pening-gume victory over 
MontreaL Dave Cash's 10th- 
inning rand slam homer led 
the Expos to victory in the 
second game. 
Pete Falcons woa only his 
sixth game in 19 decisions 
with relief help from Neff 
Allen and Dan Norman 
"smacked a home run to lead 
the Mets overthe Pirates, 
Tom Scarer fired a three. 
hitter for hi. 52ed career 
shutout, tops among active 
major league pitchers, to 
pace the Reds over the 
Dodgers. Larry Herndon's 
hoses-loeded single in the 
bottom of the ninth inning 
broke a I-I tie, lifting San,, 
Francisco ver Houston, 
Garry Maddox tripled 
home an elghth-inning run to.  
give the Philadelphia 
Ptillles a 4-3 victory over the. 
Qdoaga Cubs. . 
In a night AL game, Mln- 
neseta visited Tegos, 
P~ge l, Tho Herald, Monday, September 17, 1979 
Montreal  takes the lead one game t urther 
HAMILTON (CP) -  
Montreal Alouettss padded 
their lead atop the Eastern 
F0othail Conference with a 
21-14 win ov~ a stubborn 
Hamilton Tigar-Cats club 
Sunday, 
The win increased Mon- 
treal's toad to three points 
over Ottawa Rough Riders 
while the Tioats remained 
last with a 2-8 record. The 
Ato are 7-3. 
Running back David. 
Gl'eeo, who picked up more 
100 yards rushing in the 
game to mwe close to the 
l,O00-yard mark for the 
season, got the goahead wecksago, threw touchdown as the .Hamilton kicker, .was walking without much yarder to give Monteol a3-1 batthen, just as the first balf Green gainod 12 yards on 
touchdown on a five-yard run passes to fullback Neil managed one single on a difficulty when the teams lead, the Ticats mounted reded, he tried afield goal 22 carries, increasing his 
season total to 963 and early in the fourth quarter. 
It was the only touchdown 
by the Montreal offence. 
Defensive nd Junior Ah You 
got the other Montreal TD 
when he blocked a punt and 
recovered the loose ball in 
the Haminlton end zone. 
Kicker Don Sweet added two 
30-yard field goals, two 
converts and a single. 
Tom Clementa, who 
started at quarterback for 
the Ticets for the first time 
s/nee he joined the club two 
Lumsden and wide receiver 
Brock Aynsley. 
The former Ottawa star 
quarterback who came to 
Hamilton in a trade from 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
almost engineered another 
scoring drive in the final 
minutes, moving the club 
from its own 13.yard line to 
the Montreal 23. His luck 
finally ran out when Lum- 
Men failed to haul in a third- 
down pass. 
zenou Andrusyoby~ ~-  
periancing some problems 
missed field gsal and con- 
wrted only one of the two 
touchdowns. •
It was a cmtly win for the 
Alouetteaafier they lost star 
safety Randy Rhino early in 
the first quarter with a knee 
injury. 
Rhino spent he remainder 
of the game with his knee up 
on the bench and oc- 
ensionaily hobbled around on 
crutches. Ah You also ap- 
peared to have hurt his right 
Imee late in the game but 
left the field. 
Andrueyshyn, who played 
seven seasons with the 
CFL's Toronto Argonauts 
and tsst with the National 
Football League's Kansas 
City Chiefs before joining 
Hamllteoa week ago, proved 
to be the Ticats goat in the 
first hall  
First, he was wide on a 28. 
yard field goal attempt and 
had to settle for a single 
midway through the first 
quarter. 
After Sweet boated a 30- 
their first good drive, 
moving 64 yards in four 
plays capped by Lumsden's 
touchdown on an eight-yard 
pass from Clements, 
AClrusyshyn missed the 
from the 28 and --  Just llke 
Andrusysbyn- booted it 
wide for a single. 
The crowd c/18,511 forgot 
about Andrusyshyn early in 
the third quarter when he 
successfully converted 
convert, Aynslcy's toaehd0wn which 
Then the big Z had is punt. came off a 30.yard strike by 
blocked at the Hamilton 2O Clements, That put the 
by Ah You, the six-foot-three Ticals ahead 14-11 but Moe- 
Alouettes defensive nd who 
followed the bouncing ball 
into the end zane and fell on 
it for the touchdown. 
Sweet kicked the convert 
t•alOVidlng the bulk of Men- 's total rushing gains of 
2O2 yards. 
With the consistent 
rushing of Green and 
fullback John O'Loary, who 
added 45 yards on five 
carries, Montreal quarter- 
back Joe Barnes did not have • 
treal evened the count on to go to the air as much as 
Sweat's second field g0al and Ckments. Barnes completed 
went ahead to stay with 15 of 20 for 172 yards while 
Green's five-yord touchdown Clements was good on 19 of 
romp. 2? for 273. 
+"++'++' U S " F in  c+]+as b 11 ti AT SOCCERI • . w ns s ege a ac on  r much ase0desreasteday 
University of •British (~)YM~JTH~v~i?d  l~dEd~:nditn~o~', s Lar ry  ~o~?ntda/cr~s~ed th  finish andthorowereeveoPulfsof 
What's it like to roll up Elsewhere in O-QIFC the 1976 Hec Crelghton Co lumbia  de feated  United States won the world I~mieux, who finished 29th line in 39th position and windcmningdewnfrom the
nearly 600 yards of offence, 
lead by three converted 
touchdowns with less than a 
qUskarter to play -- and lose? 
University of Windsor 
Lancers. 
University of Toronto 
Blues scored 24 points in the 
final 13 minutes Saturday to 
edge Windsor 25-23 in 
Canadian intercollegiate 
football action. 
Two touchdowns by 
Maurice Doyle and one by 
Trevor Davi]s brought the. 
Blues even in the Ontario. 
quebec conference game 
and Sam Papaccontantineu 
wm it with a l&yard field 
gual with 2:13 remaining. 
Papconstanllnou also had a 
convert and quarterback Joe 
Kawco passed to Mark 
McGee fo r  a two-point 
tonversion. 
Windsor, which amassed 
~08 yards of offence, com- 
pared with 280 for Toronto, 
~ot first-quarter touchdowns 
from Craig Maliender and 
Lance Bullock oa passes 
from quarterhack Scott 
Mallender. Mike Vorshok 
added the two converts and a 
single. Jim Geier booted two 
field gnak and a single and 
Scott Essery added mother 
single. 
Scott Mailender, who 
entered the game as the 
conforence's leading passer, 
completed 22 of 36 attempts 
for 333 yards but was in- 
t~cepted four times. Three 
of the those interceptions 
came in the fourth quarter. 
Billie 
upsets 
Ev0nne 
TOKYO (AP) - -  Biliie 
Jean King, six-lime Wim- 
beldon singles champion, 
upset thirdseeded Evanne 
Goolagong Cawley of 
Australia 6-4, 7-5 to win a 
$150,000 international 
v'omeo's tennis tournament 
Sunday. 
action, Bob Pronyk threw 
touchdown passes to Mike 
Smeltzer, Gord Grace and 
Larry D'Andrea to lead 
Waterloo Warriors to a 40-6 
romp over McMaster 
Marauders. Joe Alves and 
Wayne Robinson had the 
other Waterloo touchdowns, 
. both on 50-yard rum. 
York Yeomen won a battle 
defeness, blanking Guelph 
Gryphons 15-0 alter taking 
junta 4-0 lead into the second 
half. York quarterback Mike 
Foster tossed a 66-yard 
touchdown pass to Bill 
Lowcock early in the third 
quarter and Sergio 
Capobtanco acccuoted for 
the rest of the scoring with 
two field goals, aconvert and 
two s/nglas. 
A 57-yard interception 
return by Bob Staeey for a 
touchdown late in the fourth 
quarter gave Wiifrid Laurier 
Golden Hawks a 22-19 win 
over Western Ontario. The 
Mustangs bad come .back 
from a 23-1 deficit after three 
quarters to pull to within two 
points c/the Hawks before 
Stacey scored the clinching 
touchdown. 
Carleton Ravms got a 
strong effort from back-up 
quarterback Fred Zlepaig in 
the final quarter to whip 
Bishop's Gaiters 35-1. AI 
Rinnle and Dave Richardson 
rushed for first.baH Ravens 
touchdowns,' while Pat 
McGinn and Jerry Palmer 
were on the receiving end of 
touchdown passes from 
Zkp~ who oame on to 
raplaoe . .starter  Garry 
ltinclley in the final quarter. 
McGlll Redmen got a 
throetouchdown per- 
formance from Rick 
Biewald, thrashing Univer. 
• ty of Quebec at Trois- 
Rivieres Patriotes 34-1. 
Steve Gecgbegan added a 
touchdown for the Redmeo, 
and Strove Drns contributed 
three singles and a field goal. 
The remaining points came 
m safety touches. 
In the Atlantic orderence, 
Acadia Axemea got all the 
points they needed from the 
toe of Bob Stracina en route 
to a 41.14 drubbing of Saint 
Mary's Huskies. Stracias, 
award winner as the most 
valuable player in Canadian 
coUege football, kicked four 
field goals and four converts 
for 17 points. 
Meanwhile, the Acadia de- 
fence held James Boyd, the 
leading rusher in the 
Canadian college ranks last 
year, to 50 yards on 14 
carries. 
Saint Frauds-Kavier X- 
men trounced Prince Ed- 
ward Island Panthers 42-1, 
amassing 422 yards in total 
rushing, compared with 129 
for UPEI. The halftime 
score was 28-1. 
In a third Atlantic ontest, 
New Brunswick Red 
Bombers took a 20-0 lead at 
the half and then coasted toa 
30-0 rout of Mount Allison 
Mounties. 
In Western intercollegiate 
action, Calgary Dinosaurs 
held of a late charge by 
Manitoba to edge the Bisons 
19.10. Manitoba took an nariy 
7-0 lead on Rod Majdell's 
touchdown run of three 
yards, but fell behind 10-7 at 
the half and 19-7 after three 
quarters. 
Quar terback  Pau l  
Colhorne and wide receiver 
Darey Krough got the 
Calgary touchdowns, with 
Tony Kuchera adding two 
mnverts, a 27.yard field 
goals and a single, and 
punter Cord Elser another 
single. Barry Safiniuk had 
the other Manitoba touch- 
down, while Lea Oakes 
kicked a 32-yard field goal, 
two converts and a 50-yard 
single. .. 
A poir of fiv f0 -iiw 
twins--quarterback Forrm t
Keanerd and placekicker 
Trevor Kennerd --  led 
Alberta Golden Bears to a 26- 
9victory over Saskatchewan 
Huskies. Forrest hrew first- 
half touchdowns to Dave 
Brown and Peter Eshiuko 
and Trevor kicked four, 
secondhatf field goals, one 
from 50 yards. 
Eshinko, who has more 400 
yards in receptions already 
this season, ended the day 
with five catches for 92 
yards, but suffered a 
suspected broken collarbone 
in the fourth quarter. 
SATURDAY BASEBALL 
P i ra tes  come back  
Although Pittsburgh 
Pirates ay they don't expect 
any help in their National 
League East Division race 
with Montreal, St. Louis 
Cardinals obliged anyway, 
split,rig their doubleheader 
Saturday with the redhot 
Expos. 
"We can't look for 
anybody to help us," Pitt- 
sburgh manager Chuck 
Tanner saidafter the Pirates 
defeated New York Meta 5-4. 
The Pirates came from ba- 
ldnd and won rite game when 
Bill Robinson bounced a two- 
out, tie-breaking single in the 
saverqh inning. 
"That's the way we've 
been all year," said 
Robinson. "It's not one guy 
trying to carry the bail club., 
It's everybody con- 
tributin~." 
Pittsburgh shortstop Tim 
l.bud three hits and two 
"We'd like Montreal to 
lose to make it easy," Foli 
said. "But nobody expects it
to be easy now." 
In Montreal, meanwhile, 
Rndney Scott's bases-loaded 
single in the bottom of the 
11th provided the Expos with 
a 2-I vlctery over the Car- 
dlmk in the first game of a 
twinbill. 
In the second game, Garry 
Templeteo's homer and four- 
hit pitching by John 
Fuigham carried the Car- 
dinals to a 4-1 victory, 
Imnding the Expos only their 
Second loss in the last 19 
games but dropping them 
into seeoud piece -- eoe-haif 
p ine  behind Pittsburgh in 
the NL East. 
In other NL action, an 
Driessen slugged a solo 
home run with two out in the 
top of the ninth inning to 
break a tie and give Cin- 
cinnati Reds a 2-1 victory 
over Los Angeles Dodgers. 
Mario Soto, 3-2, who 
relieved Cincinnati starter 
Fred Norman, earned the 
victory with two scoreless 
innings of relief. Rookie Joe 
Beckwlth, I-~, who relieved 
BOb Welch in the fifth, took 
the loss, giving up both 
Cincinnati runs. 
Dusty Baker homered in 
the fourth inning, his 22rid of 
the year, to give the Dodgers 
a 1-0 lead. Shut out for seven 
innings, the Reds tied the 
score with one out in the 
eighth on Dave Collins's 
homer. 
The victory boosted the 
Reds' lead in the National 
League West to i½ games 
over Houston Astroe, 5-3 
losers to San Francisco 
Giants. 
Larry Herndan's two.out, 
tworun pinch triple capped a
fiverun eighth inning to 
leading San Francisco ver 
Houston. Herndon hit a 3.2 
pitch off Astros relief ace Joe 
Sambito to leftceotre field, 
scoring Mike lvie and 
Darrell Evans with the win- 
ning runs. 
Meanwhile, rookie catcher 
Keith Moreland sparked a 
seven-run first inning with a 
b,ses-loaded triple and had 
two other hits in leading 
Philadelphia Philliea to an 8- 
I victory over Chicago Cuba. 
Dale Murphy's three-run 
homer keyed a four-run first 
Inning and started Atlanta 
Braves to a 6-1 victory over 
San Diego Padres. 
In the American League, 
Steve Trout scattered five 
singles to hurl Chicago White 
Sox to a 3-0 victory over 
Oakland A's. 
Bob Bailer tripled home 
two rum to back the pitching 
~f Balol" Moore and reliever 
Tom Buskey as Toronto Blue 
Jays defeated Cleveland 
Indians 5.2. 
Alan Trammell singled 
home the tie-breaking run in 
the fifth ioni~ and Jack 
Morris combined with two 
relief pitchers on a six.hitter 
sa Detroit Tigers defeated 
New York Yankees 4-3 in the 
first game of a double- 
header. 
Willie Randolph, Juan 
Beaklies and Graig Nettles 
drove in two runs apiece to 
lead the Yankees to a 7-1 
victory in the second game. 
In AL night action, Bob 
Watson became the first 
Boston player to hit for the 
cycle since Carl Yastr- 
zemskidid it in 1965 and Jim 
Rice drove in four runs to 
help the Red Sex rout Balti- 
more Orioles 10-2. 
Gorman Thomas hit his 
41st home run and Dl~.k 
Davis added his 12th as 
Milwaukee Brewers bested 
California Angels, 3-2. 
George BreWs fourth it of 
the game, an llth-lanlng 
home run, gave Kansas City 
Royals a 54 victory over 
Seattle Mariners. 
Roy Smsliey's thrce-run 
triple highlighted a four-run 
Minnesota fourth, and Dave 
Edwards had a two.run 
single In a four-run fifth as 
the Twins downed Texas 
Rangers 11-4. 
University .of Saskatchewan 
2-1 Saturday in a Canada 
West Soccer League game. 
Doug Adlem of the host 
dub scored the first goal 
alter nine m~utea of play in 
the first half .  Kelly 
Finn class sailing cham- 
pionship during the 
weekend, with Canadian 
competitors finishing well 
down the list in the single- 
handed Olympic event. 
Canadians, thanks partly 
McKnight put UBC into a to the cancellation of 
two-goal lead six minutes Friday's ixth race became 
into the second haft. of a protest~, fell back in the 
AMERICAN 
Saturday, was the leading 
Canadian, placing 20th over- 
all on the strength of a 
second-and fourth-place 
finish earlier in the week.. 
Rob Woodbary of Ottawa's 
Britannia Yacht Club was 
2~th in the final race and 34th 
overall. 
In light and shifty winds. 
Col lege ball action 
Chuck Male, a walk-on 
player among Notre Dame's 
I/ue-chip re~mlts, booted all 
l/s team's points on four 
field goals, rallying the 
ninth.ranked Fighting Irish 
to a season-openlng 12-10 
college football upset over 
No.6 Michigan on Saturday. 
Male, a 5-foot-ll, 180- 
pound senior, kicked a 40. 
yarderin the opening period, 
ond then lifted Notre Dame 
from a 10-3 deficit with field 
gsals of 44 yards in the 
second quarter and 22 and 39 
yards in the third period. 
Male's heroics, as seen on 
national television, sent the 
Wolverines to their first loss 
to a non-Big Ten team since 
1969. 
The Irish, restricted to 179 
total yards by Michigan's 
defonceo had to survive a 
lust.second 42-yard field goal 
attempt by Bryan Virgil, 
which was blocked by 
linebacker Bob Crable with 
one seoend to go. 
Them was only one other 
upset in the afternoon games 
played by Top 20 teams. Un- 
ranked Wake Forest edged 
No.12 Georgia 22-21. 
Despite the absence of 
injured tailback Charles 
White, No.1 Southern 
California coasted to a 42.5 
romp over Oregon State, 
third-rankad Oklahoma beat 
Iowa 21-6, No.7 Peon State 
crushed Rutgers 45-10 ,  
elghthrated Nebraska routed 
Utah State 35-14, No.10  
Michigan State blasted 
Oregon 41-17, No.11 Missouri 
slipped by lliinols 14-6, No.14 
Washington trounced Utah 
41-7, 15th-ranked Ohio'State 
rallied to beat Minnnsota 21- 
17 and 16th-rated Pitt 
blanked Kansas 24-0. 
In night action, Houston 
backup quarterback Terry 
Elston replaced injured 
starter Deiriek Brown and 
ran six yards for a TD with 
13:54 left in the game, 
rallying the lath-ranked 
Cougars to a 14-10 victory 
over Florida. 
Kevin Scanbn scored one 
TD and set up two others 
with long po~aea s Uth- 
ranked Arkansas walloped 
Colorado State 36-3. 
Jimmy Jordan passed for 
two touchdowns and 
defensive back Monk 
Bonasorteswiped two passes 
as lSth-ruaked Florida State 
ecored,a 31-3 triumph over 
Arizona State. 
On the Wast Ceast, No,5 
Purdue was at UCLA. 
No.~ Alabama and NoA 
Texas were Idle. 
Chuck Fatrbauks till Is 
looking for his first college 
victory since returning to 
academia after leaving New 
England Patriots last year. 
louisiana State shut down 
Its 0-2 Colorado Buffaloes 44- 
Quarterback Paul Mc- 
Donald, playing only the first 
haft, completed all but one of 
his nine passes for 100 yards 
and two touchdowns, pacing 
rushing for I00 yards on 19. 
carries, catching two passes 
71 yards and returning 
kickoffs and pants for 110 
more yards. 
I.M. Hipp scored three 
TDs and rushed fur 167 yards 
in Nebraska's romp over 
Utah State. 
Tailback Derek Hughes 
mn for three touchdowns, 
me a school.record 100-yard 
kickoff return, as Michigan 
State swamped Oregon. 
Missouri, with powerful 
Gerry EUts rushing for 
touchdowns of 19 and 24 
yards and a 170.yard total, 
stopped Illinois an the two- 
yard line in the final two 
minutes to save its triumph. 
Jay Venuto passed for 273 
yards and three touchdowns 
and J~mes McDoneld ran for 
159 yards in Wake Forest's 
upset of Georgia. 
Kyle Stevens raced back a 
kickoff 95 yards for a touch- 
&wn as Washington bombed 
Utah. 
Ohio State remained un- 
I~aten in the new era under 
, coach Earle Bruce, rallying 
from a' 17-7 deficit early in 
the fourth period. Junior 
fullback Garry White rushed 
9>I yards for Minnesota. 
Split end Ralph Still 
caught three touchdown 
posses to lead Pittsburgh 
over Kansas. 
Elsewhere, it was Indiana 
44, Vanderbilt 13; Iowa State 
26, Bowling Green 10; Duke 
22, East Carolina 14; 
Syracuse 24, West Virginia 
14; Army26, Connecticut 10; 
Navy 26, The Citadel 7; 
Wisconsin 38, Air Force 0; 
Auburn 26, Kansas State 10; 
Northwestern 27, Wyoming 
22; Oklahoma State 16, 
Wichita State 6, Stanford 45, 
San Jose State 29 and Ten- 
nessee 28, Boston College 16. 
ranked 42nd overall. 
"There were wind shifts as 
sky so a tot depended upon 
your pes/tiou," Woodbury 
said. 
MOTOR HOTEL 
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS 
While Dining with a Friend 
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 
Select from Steak. 
Seafood. Prime Rib 
and many additional selections. 
Please present coupon 
before ordering 
Uno coupon per 
dining couple 
Excellent Service 
Reservations 63114141 
VaJ!d until Sept. 29 
Then relax and enloY 
WALLY KHADIKIN 
In 
LOUNGE 
4620 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 
\ 
I / 
Don't be surprised to find a spider in 
your morning newspaper. The spider 
is merely looking to see whieh of the 
town's merehants is 
not advertising. He • 
will then go to thai 
store, spin his web 
across the door and 
lead a life of 
undisturbed 
peace! ! 
1 
Sauthem Cars drubbing of ~A.~, L~ 
Oregon State. J-~..'¢~' .~ ~ - ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ..... ' ~ ~.~.r-~"~nn~ vv ,~_ ,  , ! v , ~ v , ,  u I ' ~ Ok++m.s+vivedslo+y IWIil l,l | I  il I , [ I  i lo] 1,1411,II ]ll|lill,[ 4+ 
!/aY and the loss of five rum- ~:gn  " + 
blea to down stubborn Iowa. TERRACE/KITIMAT Heisman Trophy winner , 
Billy Sims had trouble 
gstting into gear but ended 
way,C°legeYardup with 106 yerds ned a one- +CurtTDtot+.footballWarnerran, scene281burStyardsiOna igthein + DALLY HERALD+ 
the best performance by a : I 
fkeahman in Penn State's 92. .~;  
Waruer peeed Peal S ta ta ' sY ar  football history. ~ ~ ~  . + + ~ . ~ ~ - : + = "  "~~ N~,~, " " "  ~'- '~'  ." t ?  ' ~'~ ~'r~ ~ ?"~" ~J~"~;~'" i~ i  ~+.-,++~ '}:~.~ ~?'++"~:+' ~"+';" N :~  '~ P '  ~' i  ~ ~ e~+. . ~ ,~:~. . , . ;+ ,z ,~! i~ j~g~~: '  ' '~ '  ~'` ~' ~"  , ' '  .  "~ ~ g ~ "~" ; 
victory over Rutgsrs by + . . . . .  . .. 
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Doukhobors see leader acquited of charges 
NELSON, B.C. (CP) -- 
Thehopes of Canada's Or- 
thodox Doukhobors were 
realized Saturday when a 
county court Jury acquitted 
their leader, John J. Vertgin, 
of three charges of con- 
spiracy to commit arson. 
A night's leep seemed to 
help the Jury which had 
begun its deliberations about 
10:30 a.m. Friday but had to 
adjourn that night about 
11:30 p.m. It took about an 
hour Saturday morning 
before they finally reached 
their verdicL 
Verlgin, 58, originally 
faced four counts but one 
was stayed Wednesday 
because an unindieted co- 
conspirator had dis- 
appeared. 
Peter Astaforoff of Gilpin, 
B.C., was convicted 
Saturday on the two arson 
conspiracy counts he faced 
and William F. Evdoklmoff 
of the Nelson area was 
acquitted on the one con- 
men .end women in the denied the allegations when 
audience began to weep he testified for two hours 
quietly. Thursday. 
The crowd's ilence as the The Sons of Freedom is a 
Jury's decisions on small radical religious ect 
Astaforoff and Evdokimoff centred at Gilpin, just out- 
spiraey charge against him. 
A gasp of relief went up calledcenspiracy,"headded 
from the 100 Donkhohors, in a reference toevidence by 
several Sons of Freedom mostly Orthodox, crowded in 
the tiny spectators' gallery Dcokhebors that they con- 
as the jury said it found sider Verigin .their leader 
Verigin not guilty of each and that he ordered them m 
count. Laura Verigln, his burn various buildings. 
wife of 26 years, and severai .Verigin emphatical ly 
All Doukh.obors 
said on trial too 
were read was matched by 
thelack of expre~lon shown ,~ 
.by all three defendants. . 
Astofor~f, who defended 
himself during the trial but 
who didnot question any 
witnesses, will be 
represented bya Vancouver 
lawyer when he is sentenced 
here Oct. I 
As the Jury filed out after 
being dismissed by Judge 
David Campbell of Van- 
conver, Verigin rose and 
bowed to them, 
"I'm grateful for Canadian 
inutice and the verdict of the 
jury," Veri~in said in a brief. 
statement outside court [ 
while surrounded ina melee 
of supporters end reporters. 
He said his people have 
serious problems ahead. 
"We dedicate ourselves to 
get to the bottom of this so- [ ]  
property to dispose of 
material goods and thus 
achieve salvation. They also 
frequently strip in public as 
dPaisrt of their protcet, a 
play which the Orthodox 
members find extremely 
disconcerting. 
A third group is the 
Reformed sect, made up 
largely of former 
Freedondtes. 
The Doukhobors first 
came to Canada early this 
century to flee persecution in 
Russia. 
"Assimilat ion (with 
Canadian life in general) we 
do not want because it means 
the death of our culture and 
heritage," Verigin thun- 
dered to the applause of his 
receptive audience. "We re- 
fuse to die." 
"We will integrate with 
each culture adding to the 
beauty of this country." 
"Our main objective is an 
e~l (~o arson). We have het~i -
the victims of this." 
"We are after to see tha~ 
these crimes are not com- 
mitred. I believe there are 
ways and means to do that in 
a Christian way as provided 
by the taws of the country." 
During the ral ly ,  the 
audience was segregated- 
men and boys sitting on one 
side of the .hall facing the 
centre aisle, women fdld 
girls all with kerchiefs over 
their heads, on the other side 
in the traditional manner of 
a serious meeting or a 
gathering to worship. 
They sang hymns in 
Russian, standing for the 
BRILLIANT, B,C. (CP) 
-- All Orthodox Donkhahors 
were ~-,L~, judged uring his 
week]~,~,~ trial on charges of 
conspiracy tocommit arson, 
Orthodox leader John J. 
Verigin said Saturday af- 
ternoon. 
Verigin was acquitted 
Saturday morning on three 
charges of conspiracy to 
commit arson --  allegations 
that had horrified members 
of the Union of Spiritual 
Communities of Christ, of 
which he is honorary 
chairman. 
"Yon felt yon were on trial 
as well," he told about 800 
happy members of the union 
who had gathered here, "not 
as a victory celebration" a 
spokesman said, "but to give 
thanks." 
"To commit an act of 
arson, burning, to commit an 
act of forcing on another 
(l~,~mn) is to live a Ufe not 
compatible with a true 
Doukhchor," Verigin said. 
"Our people still hold to 
the communal way of life. 
That is not to say we want to 
destrey the free ,,nterprise 
syutem but if a way could he 
found to share more 
equitably...that is what we 
aspire to." 
Veriain also repeated a
call to the provincial 
government to establish a
committee "to deal with the 
problem...to put and end to 
terror and bombings and 
8J~sen." 
He said he "hopes the ex- 
perience we have lived 
through will open the eyes of 
many sincere people to look 
side Grand Forks, who 
preach burning of property 
to dispose of material goods 
and thereby to achieve 
salvation. Their bombings in 
the 1950s and 1960s, repeated 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
harniags of homes and other 
buildings and frequent 
public displays of nudity 
have attracted much at- 
tention much to the chagrin 
of the larger, unobtrusive 
Orthodox sect led by Verigin, 
A third group, the 
Reformed Doukhobers, led 
by Stephan Sorokin, is made 
up largely of reformed 
, Freedomites and is centred 
n i l  
,. da i ly  hera ld  
SECOND SECTION 
at Krestova, B.C., formerly 
one of the main Froedomite 
areas .  
Verigin was charged with 
conspiracy in connection 
with fires at the home of 
Sorekin, the old Grand Forks 
post office and the com- 
munity hall of the Union of 
Spiritual Communities of 
Christ (or 0rthod~ Donkho- 
bars) in Grand Forks. 
The trial featured 
demonstrations and Rusaisn 
hymn-si~lag and frequent 
displays of nudity by the 
Freedomites. 
The stripping led to the 
arrest of 13 women and two 
. men but no charges have 
been laid. 
During the trial, Peter 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
Plumbing - Heating - Commercial Servicing 
Residential • industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathrcorn Boutique' 
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. V6G 4B5 OR 635.9320 
Install & So,vice Gas, Wood & Oil Furencas 
EASTSIDE 
GR OCER Y & LA UNDR OMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelso 635-2104 
• YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terraoe Eleotronio Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
,e.~'~ AUTHORIZED" 
SERVICE 
,O DEPOT 
~ @  Phlllps, M~nnvox, Zenith 
Sanyo, TeahllNI 
Mo~..Sst. -- 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4523 Lskelss 135.4543 
FREE 
TEiI~CE HOTEL GiFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hear teeth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
moose or deer antlers (EIno~oor~tr) 
Available at the front d.esk.of the 
1tRUCE HOTEL hymns they sang. before 
at the facts," to get a proper Vertgin's peech ana sitting 
perspective of Orthodox for the ones inter. , .  
Donkhebors and not confuse They sang without acoom- 
them with the violence of the peniment but the sonorous 
Sons of Freedom seCL partlmrmony swelled Uke an STRROORRD 
Frsedomltes, who draw organ recital filling the 
TRCK YRCHTS preach the burning of a deep, vibrating sound. 
q SAN JUAN 
Presley admitted ,,. Accuzorles~tllb°~ts 
being pill taker • ~ 635-3001~en.s.n 
NASHVILLE, Tens. (AP) Attorney Hugh Stanton of 
t 
IN C I rlH IN 
de lL l ,@ld1% 
CC- 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
- -  A drugged Elvls Prosley 
once apologized to fellow 
musicians for using pills, 
says a longtlme backup 
singer for the reck 'n' roll 
king. 
Gordon Stoker of The 
Jordanaires quartet said 
Fresley apologized uring a 
Nashville recording session 
in 1972. The Jordannirea 
toured with Prssiey for 1S 
years and san~ hechup for 
his recordings. 
Memphis, where, Presley 
lived, entered the case 
Thursday. And on Friday, 
~ffiefala t Baptist Hospital 
in MemI2ds said they will 
review Niehopoulos 's  
practice at the hospital 
during the last two years. 
Prsaioy died in 1977 at age 
42. Shelby County Medical 
Examiner Jerry Francisco 
ruled later that Presloy died 
heart failure. He reaf- 
firmed that rullag last week. 
Natural" Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
Savinkoff, a Freedomite, 
said Verl~ln had ordered 
him to set fires under the 
threat of a seven.generation 
eerie that he said he was 
afraid to disobey. 
He also said he considered 
Vermin to be his leader. 
Another witness agaimt 
Verigin, Digs Hoodicoff, 
testified that Verisin had 
told her to burn the house of 
Sorokin, who is her step- 
lather. 
Yerigin denied the 
allegations when his turn 
came to give evidence. 
The Denkhebors came to 
B.C. in the early years of this 
century after fleeing 
religious persecution in 
Russia. 
Ye l lowbea~.  Hay " 
& Gram • to,h _ . (  
• Founts and feeders for all livestock 
. Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
4no JOHN DEzR "~t GRADING "~, LAND CLI~RIN() 
WiTH nTH WHEEL ~ BACKFILLING W LEVELING 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN 635-3505 
GLACIER 
L ~,~'~ 4418 Logics AveHe 
A ~.'~ Terrace, |.C. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
IA Yard Concrete Mixer Avallnbte for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 5354t35 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construdlon Ltd. 
Plant-Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
~ L  
TD,. 
W 
= ~,sz o ... ~e-~o-~... 
III 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Keith Ave. 
our  f r icn( l ly  convenience s tore  
HOURS: 
W,~day, 7:30 am - 12:30 am 
w.ke.d, 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMEHT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, F ENCI NG, 
WATER SOFTENERS- -ANDMORE- -  
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
i i 
IC~PET~ FLOORING ~ ~k AW I 
I . . . . . .  
YOU S13PPL¥ WE INSTAI~ 
I I 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~ : : : : : . . ' . . : :  
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
VAN'S O011TRAOTING 
Fernituro Repair 
~ ies terat lens .  Hope Chests 
Custom Made furniture. ReflnishinK 
i ~ -~ ~ General Buildinl Contractin! 
2610 KBlum 636-6666 Terraoe 
q &qNqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 635-H84 ERNIE 431.43L1 
Gays/3S42~ 
Stoker said in an in- Stoker said Presiey used L 
tervieww during the pills since.the late 1950s, but 
weekend that Prssiey said he did not appear to abuse them l 
had not bee*, in the mood to until around 1970. 
sing. Presley then ac- h. , ,= , .  MR. BUSINESSMAM ' NOW OPEN A 
ltlls to get high, Sto~or said. N O 
"lleputhlaarms aunve hla STOCKHOLM (CP) -- 0 ~1~ ~ , N C ~r H industrial Cleaning 
head and mid, 'I 'm way up Thousands of canned school 0 . -  | _  C t Jmu O Ltd. , . , .  =o.,  to,.., This opace es Resorted Arabia and worth about E R "WE TRAVEL m 'YOUR HOURS" "When he apologized, this was the first thne we ksew it Ml,e00, had to he dmtroynd 0 
(Fill use) for sure. He bad by the producers, BJuv of R Yo Ad Y 2701 South Kalum St. M Steom Cleoning and Pressure Washing 
never made memnon of it by two employees. The two For  u r  . A , , .  . - ,  , , , ,  
before." 
l~ast week, the state fllladscversieanswithpeas, 635-6180 T 
medical examiners board maize and paprika and one 
with detergent Instead of accused Dr. George 
Nichopoulos of Memphis, date-and-nut muffins, A 
Presley's doctor, o f  in- spokesman for BJuv said it 
discriminately prescribing would have been impassible 
for Pmdey, singer toloonte the cans that hed Ca l l  us  at  635-6357 • 9 to 5 
Jerry Lee Lewis and 14 heon tampered with, and the 
entire shipment was 
i 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
Per wOrd. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
Ms been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.7S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upOn request. 
NATIONAL ,CLASSIFIED 
RATE: . 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per In. 
ssrtlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL lad 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSQNALS: 
I74.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publlcatlan Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASN WITH 
ORDER other thln 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Servlca charge of 15.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WE~DING DESCRiPTiONS: 
No charge provlded news sub. 
miffed within one month, aS.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.50 
Marriages 5.$0 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.~1S7 
Claeslfled Advertising Dept. 
,~. COMMuN iI"Y i:::-. 
.i '.::SERVlOES::., :~ 
1 " , ' : NOTIOES 
.13. • , ' ~ i 1 
PERSONAL " 
• i~  14. BUSINESS ~!i~ 
PERSONAL: !~:i 
15. 
FOUND 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
4354427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 632.4402 anyt ime. 
.Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kitlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Huepltel. 
At.Anon Meetlngl • Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
Welght Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Iook)r,g for donations of any 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllng or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8 a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse- 635-2907 
Wednesday I p.m. • 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635-3164, 
Carol 65S.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
MIIIg Memorlsl  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donatlonl of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 
5233, or leave Donations Bt 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelie 
Avenue on SaturdayB bet- 
ween 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
EItsCIIve 
Octol~ir I, 1t7711 
Single COpy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
B~, Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By t/tall 6 mth 25.O0 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
B;'ltlsh Commonweolth end 
United States of America one 
veer 5S.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Kltlmot & District 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
locetlon. 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BoX replies on "HOld" In- 
structions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ed. 
vertlsoment will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering BOx 
Numbers are requested not to 
send orl01nals of documents to 
avold loss. 
All claims of errors In .ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publlcoflon. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting apace that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appesrlng In the ad- 
vertisement es published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
flsblllty to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
5,60 rellglan, sex, ¢oler, nationality, 
5.50 ancestry or place at Origin, or 
S.S0 because hls age Is between 44 
5.50 and ~ years, unless the condition 
Is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
wived. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Ave liable I
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Man. 8 p.m. .~ Alanon .. 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354307 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem~, 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslffers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appolntment 
on ly .  
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held fhrooghout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon I 
- 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
SKEENAHEALTH uNIT Come and enjoy an evening Rebakah Lodge Annual Tea Saint Matthew's Anglican Program Director Job 1953 Pontiac panel, runs, 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PR E.SCHLX)L SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 . S yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, ~lslon, 
hearing scrsanlng done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone fo r  appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food  
polsonlngs and cam'plaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water  supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.115S). The audiologist 
will do haerlng tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community  health nurse, 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry  out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LQHG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4421 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vecafional and social 
rehabll l .tatlon done by 
consultant. 
KERMODE SKEENA CENTRE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
SEPTEMBER: OUR DOORS TO THE 
Sunday, September 9, 1979.  SENIORS OF THE 
¢1,000 Bingo. COMMUNITY. 
Tuesday, Septoml~r 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo. We offer 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. COFFEE 
¢1,000 Bingo. CONVERSATION 
For more Information & 
phone: CRAFTS 
KERMOOE FRIENOSHIP Ins friendly 
SOCIETY Drop.In Centre 
4451 Grelg Ave. atmosphere 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IM4 We supply 
6354906 MATER IALS 
INSTRUCTION 
Rape RoIIof & 
Abertlon Counselling TRANSPORTATION 
& Crisis Line for As well as an area for 
Women relaxation. For more In- 
6384~18 formation about these and 
other act iv i t ies,  please 
Women's Centre Is span. phone 6~.221S and ask for 
Boring closed Women's A.A. Skeena Centre. See you there 
Meetings - -  Every Tuesday any time between 8 am and 
Night at 7:30--4711 Lazelie 3:30 pm Monday thru 
Ave. 635.5145. Friday. 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltss School Gym. 
(nc-240) 
Y i i r  of the Child 
BANQUET 
& DANCE 
Sept. 22 - Manuel's Banquet 
Rm. In aid of Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments. 7 
p.m. Dinner 8 p.m. 
Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Dancing to 
f~liow • Jim Ryan's Dance 
Band. 
$15 Single --  S30 Couple 
To reserve a table rail 635. 
4216. (nc.21S) 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES 
Start Sept. 17, 1979. Please 
register now. Address: 4444 
Lakslse Ave., Terrace or 
,~lh~na klq.O.'t93. (nc.17S) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meat every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Sksone Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
63,5.3747 or 635.3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support servlca 
for women - 
4711 Lasslle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
625.5145 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7 30 pm Tuesdays - Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday- Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday • Men &' 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women,s Night Out. 
of crib with Terrace Crib- 
bage League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. • 
(nc-28S) 
Registration for Skeena 
District Girl Guides and 
Brownies will be held from 7 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the 
following schools: 
BROWNIES:  Copper  
Mountain School, Thornhiil 
P r imary ,  K i t l k l shan  
Primary. 
GUIDES & PATH. 
F INDERS:  Thor lnh l l l  
Elementary. 
Registration fee Is $8 per 
child. Child to be ac- 
companied by parent. 
Terrace Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum Street 
GARAGE SALE 
September 22,1979 at 8 a.m. 
(nc-21S) 
K l t sumga l lum D is t r i c t  
Brownie,. Guide and Palh. 
f inder Registration. Mon- 
day, Sept. 17, 7 p.m. 
Parkslde School. This Is for 
all Brownies, Guides and 
Pathfinders. Fee S10. 
Leaders are needed. (no. 
17S) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church Sunday School will 
be having registration day 
Sept. 16 at 10 a.m. In the" 
church basement. We hope 
all Interested parents will 
bring their children & meet 
the teachers over a cup of te~ 
or coffee. We have a film 
str ip planned for older 
children while parents & 
teachers vis i t  & get 
acquainted. 
Thereafter Sunday School 
wil l  be at 10 a.m. each 
Sunday & we look forward to 
having your children come & 
learn with us of the love of 
Jesus. For more Information 
call 635.4427 after 6 p.m. or 
weekends. (nc-20S) 
.St. Matthews Anglican 
Church will be going back to 
10 a.m. Adult Dlsccusslon 
and 11 a.m. regular worship 
services on Sept. 23. 
Everyohe Is welcome. Why 
not loin us? (nc.20S) 
• Terrace Women's Centre Is 
sponsoring a Men & 
Women's Rap session on 
Wednesday, Sept. 19 at 7:30 
pm at  Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Ave. A film entitled 
"Women Want" wi l l  be 
featured. Discussion to 
follow. Call 635.5145 for more 
Information. (nc.195) 
Women's Night Out Is 
featuring a National Film 
Board production entitled 
"Women Want" Thursday, 
Sept. 20 at 7:30 pm at the 
Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazeile. Call 638.5145 for 
more Information. (nc.20S) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Cenadlan Legion 
Branch 13, Terrace, are 
holding their 
Annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR 
October 20, 1978 
s~the Arena Banquet Room, 
artlng at 2 pro. Everyone 
welcome. (no190) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
Invite the public to par..* 
tlclpate In their semi-annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept. 30, 1979, startlrig a t4  
pm at the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyone  
welcome. (nc-285) i ~ 
SINGING CLASSES 
Children's singing classes 
for boys and girls 9 years and 
over will begin Sept. 17. 
Students are prepared for 
festivals, examinations, end 
careers In singing. For In. 
formation,  cal l  Joan 
Spencer, A.R.C.T., st 635. 
3382. (nc.16S) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please phone 
635.6801. 
Terrace K l t lmat  Forest 
Products safety conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 s t  
Terrace Hotel. This con. 
terence Is held In conjunction 
with the Northwest Loggers 
Association Convention. (nc. 
2aS) 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  Church Choir meets on opening for Smlthers 
Uddfellows Hall ,  3222 Tuesday nights at 7:30 pm In Friendship Centre. Send 
Munrue St. (nc.10N) the Church under the resume and application to 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. Box 2920, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
O.O.R.P. All Welcome. Please phone 2N0. (c10-28S) 
Annual 635.5425 for further  In. 
FALL BAZAAR formation. (nc-28S) 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc-16N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. .3,  1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
Ter race  Homemakers  
Services to have orientation 
course offered In October (no 
• charge). Dates to be an. 
nounced. All Interested 
persnr, s and prospective 
hom~,nakers please call 635. 
51~ to register end confirm 
your interest. (nc.20S) 
OPEN HOUSE 
The official opening of the 
new premises of the 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
will take place Sept.15 at 2 
p.m. at 4711 Lazelle Avenue. 
Mayor Maroney will of- 
f lclate at the opening 
ceremony. Directors of the' 
Society and Prelect 
Managers will be on hand to 
answer any questions. 
Refreshments will be ser- 
ved. 
The week of Sept. 16 has 
been proclaimed community 
Services Week In honour of 
this occasion. Support YOU R 
community and become a 
member of the Terrace &' 
Distr ict  Community Ser- 
vices Society. For more 
Information please call 635- 
3178. (nc-16S) 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Ter race .  and .  Distr ict  
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United. Church, 
Thursday, September 20 at 
7:30 p.m. (no20S)' 
T 
Skeena Social Credit 
Association wil l  hold their 
First Annual Harvest Plonlc 
on Sat., Sept. 15 stsrtlng at 3 
pm at Ross Lake Just east of 
New Hazelton on Highway 16 
E. 
Also on Sat., Sept. 22 there 
wlll be an Open House at the 
Skeena Social Credlt Office 
at 4603 Park Ave. Spaclal 
guest wil l  be Jack Kempf, 
MLA Omlnoca. Everyone 
welcome.  (nc.2)S),. / .. 
Parents of the First Terrace 
S¢outJ, Cubs & 8t iv l r l l  
There will be a meeting on 
Monday, Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. at 
the Cub Hall: 
if there isn, t a good parent 
turnout Scouts, Cubs & 
Beavers will have to be 
cancelled for this yeerl (nc- 
17S) 
The Terrace Art association 
will be holding their AN- 
NUAL  GENERAL 
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27at 7:30 In the Library .~'ts 
Room. Election of offlters 
will be hel¢land plans for the 
new season dlscussed. New 
and old members are Invited 
to affend. (nc-27S) 
Tom roth l lh  from the 
Vancouver P lanetar ium, 
wi l l  give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace,  
Sept. 27.- 29, a t  Northwest 
Community College, and In 
Kltlmat, OCt. 1; 2 and 3. Pre- 
register for one evening by 
phoning 635-6511, local 238 or 
632-4766. 
Terrace registration for 
Nor thwest  Communi ty  
College programs takes 
place at Skeene Mal l ,  
Friday, Sept. 21 from 7.9 pm 
and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
a.m. • 3 p.m. Check your 
Cont inu ing Educat ion  
Booklet or drop by and see 
whet we offer. 
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Educat ion  Conference.  
Films, dtsplays, discussions. 
Sept. 28.29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635- 
6511 l oca l  238 for  In. 
formation. (nc-28S) 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic" ,  a prize-winning 
display of see Ilto of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and Its pleasing 
and esthetlcal aepact should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museum hour|: 12. Sexcopt 
Sundays. (nc.2gS) 
Terrace Honda Sales require 
a parlsman to deal with 
Inventory control, Invoicing 
& customers. Top wages. 
Employers benefit. Tues. • 
Sat. Phone 638-8171. (c5.215) 
Anyone Interested In solar 
energy. All types of energy 
conservation Products. 
Information, design, - -  
Consultation, Write or Cell: 
TrI.Energy Tech. 
1540D Highway 97S 
Kelowna B.C. 
VlZ 1A8 
(p3-17S) 769.3080 
Local bank has opening for 
branch clerk. Must have 
aptitude for figures and 4S 
wpm min imum typing. 
Contact Jean at 635.6391. 
(c5-175) 
$300. 1972 Rupt skldoo, $230. 
1975 Indian motorcycle, 100. 
cc, $350. 1966 Tlmbertoter 
skldder, no motor, S2000. 
Phone 635.9530. (p3.18S) 
120,000 BTU oll fired fur- 
nace. Really good working 
condition. $200. Phone 6~5- 
5816. (p5-17S) 
Studio knitting machine for" 
sale. 2 years old. Ph 635-7878. 
(c10.21S) 
yeshlca.Mat i3~ G twin lens 
reflex. Best offer. Phone 63S- 
4533. (pS-17S) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT end SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart  - 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley: 
635.5172. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
To Consult Madame Fen. 
talne for psychic readings on 
Sept. 14.18 phone 635.4059 for 
appointment. (p4.17S) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
438.3939 
(am.6.6.79) 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635-6454 or 635-6757. 
(ctfn.04-09-79) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute poppies. 
Sire & Dam out of SIIvel- 
sheen Kennels. Ava l lab l .  
Oct. 19. Ph 638.1996. (pl 
26S) 
Chesterfield suite In very 
good condition w.2 matching 
chairs & otto man. Orlglnal 
Prlca $759 Asking $300. "h 
635.9436. Also 1 stereo sea, 
for component w.reco, 
holder. (p3-17S) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerrussl, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1G0. (c20.20) 
Wanted: a motor for a 1973 
Vega. Phone 635.5892. (p5- 
21S) 
GL 1000. Exc. condition. New 
tires. Phone 635.2154 or 635. 
7144. (stf-nc) 
1979 GS 850 Suzuki, shaft 
drive, 4000 km. Ph 635.3352 
after 6 pm. (p5-2OS) 
1978 Honda Goldwlng. 31,000 
kl lometres. Windjammer 
S.S. Fairing luggage rack. 
Will trade for Endure bike. 
Phone Phil at 632.5306 In 
Kltlmat. (p3.18S) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
wlnter~ hol iday. Avai lable 
dally, :weekly,  monthly.  
Phone 632.242O. (c20-11U) 
WANTED TO BUY- -  old car 
and truck and cat batteries. 
Top price peld. Will pick up. 
Ph 635-4?35 anytime. (p20- 
40) 
22 foot deep V Volvo In-out. 
Fully loaded. Galley he4d 
COLLIER EXCAVATING Remln~;~'on ])~l~wri~r~ exc. ! sounder" i'adl0~s. Tandeln 
BackhoeWork ..... "(:()nd. '$130. one pair boys :'trallB~"Askngs10,58OOBO. 
hockey skates "Tacks" new Ph 635.6801. (cffn.MWfr.10- 
Phone 635.S340after 6. (am- 
10.08-79) 
$35, green tomatoes 45c lb., 
green cabbage 30c Ib, leeks 
75C lb. Ph 635.5273. (pS.18S) 
FILTER QUEEN 
CASH 
sales and service Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also 
4546 Park Ave. selling Suzuki dirt bike. US- 
Terrace 100. 1979 model..Practically 
635-7249 . -"~ 
(am-4-07.79) J l t : . '  new.  Ph 635-4226. (c20.50) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING Looklng for Furnlture? 
LTD.  Try the Terrace Auction 
(WeB Andrews) Mart Sales Floor. New & 
Backhoe Work used furnltui'e at a price 
Hourly & Contract anyone can afford. We buy 
63S.3479 anytime and sell. Call the Terrace 
(am.6-6-79) Auction Mart, 4434 Lakelea 
Ave. 435.5172. (ctfn-7-9.79) 
FOUND 
Small female dog which just 
had puppies. Light gold in 
color. Phone 635-4378. (fin) 
Found: White 5 speed 
bicycle In Thornhlll. Can 
claim by Idontlfylng. Ph 635. 
2751. (nc5-17S 
Lost: Rod & Dlawa reel. 
Mistakenly left at Rosswood 
- Kalum Lake on Aug. 27. 
Reward. 635-3757. (c3-17S) 
To babysit In their home. 
Close to the Sliver Garden 
Apts. For one child (2 yr. old 
boy). Cell between 9 am - 3 
pm 635-3962 or 4 pm • 12 pm 
635.2231. Ask for Llnda 
McKay. (cffn.10.9.79) 
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Ray Saunders 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of al l  
melntonance and rebulldlng 
of iogglng trucks at Kltlmat. 
Responslbll lf les wi l l  In- 
dude schedullng, hlrlng, and 
supervising shop crews, 
rebuilding off.highway and 
highway logging trucks and 
maintaining avelleblllty of 
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable In.$30,000 to 
$35,000 range. Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. ThlB Isa long term 
ful l . t ime position. Phone 
(604) 758-3977 or' 632.7415. 
(cl0-2SS) 
For Sale: 20' welded 
aluminum river boat and 
heavy duty tandem trailer. 
$5,500 O.B.O. Phone 635-2791. 
(p3-18S) 
i 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SALE 
Phone during the day. 
6354576 
(ctfn.13.9.79) 
For Sale or Trade. 1966 Jeop 
Wagoneer, with 2 wheel 
drive. $500. Also 110gal. Full 
oll tank with stand, 12x54 
steel trailer frame, approx. 
70' of green & brown trailer 
siding. I=11 635.7861. (p5-24S) 
Hand split cedar shakes for 
sale. 
Kindling by bundle. Ph 638. 
1345. (I)5-205) 
I 
WA.TED 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELbERY 
• ECRIC SHARES • 
WE BUY.  SELL - 
TRADE.  DELIVER.  
Terrace'g Most Unique 
Second Hind 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quellty Workmaoshlp 
Guerenteod 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRAOING 
3215 Ki lum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 
attn.12-9.79) 
9-79) 
For Sale: 20 ft. flbroglass 
boat with 65 and 80 HP 
Mercury motors. 638.1442. 
(p5-175) 
20 foot riverboat for sale. 
Comes with 65 HP Johnson, 
35 gal .  fuel tank, trailer. 
• phone 635~551. (p3.19S) 
18 foot cabin cruiser wlth 
canopy. Flbregleas over  
wood. Johnson 60 HP c.w 
double axle traller. Good 
cond. Prlced to sell at $3200 
OBO. Ph 635.2485 after 6 pro. 
(cS.14S) 
1971 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 25 
ft. boat. Phone 635-4777. 
(¢ffn.4-9.79) 
1971 Masaey Ferguson front 
end loader. Comes with 1 end 
1-3 CU. yd. bucket and Wldco 
log grapple end chains. 
Asking S7,300. Phone after 6 
pm 638-1628. (p10-14S) 
1974 Arctic Cat El Tlgre 340 
Snow Cruiser 200 for parts. 
Woodbaron tent t ra i ler .  
Sleeps 6 or 8. 1 electric 24" 
range G.E. 1" decorative 
handcut cedar boards, 
varying widths & lengths. Ph /., 
635.4482. (c15.20S) 
24'x3¥ 2 bdrm. modular 
home on 4' cement faun. 
datlon. Has 12x12' addition 
and large patio. Good sized 
fully landscaped lot. Quiet 
area In Copper Mountain 
Subdivision. Asking $36,000. 
View st 3968 Simpson Crelc. 
or phone 635-7023. (pS-18S). 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
lot on Sksana Street. Cell 638. 
1121 between 8-5 pm Man.. 
Frl. (c10-21S) 
FOR SALE 
BY OWN E R 
3 bdrm. house has 
f ireplace, no begement. 
Large lot S2x210 close to 
schools. Asking $45,000. 
For mare Informatlor 
Idease call 
138-1294 
(ctfn-13-9-79) 
L 
3 BR home• with fu l i  
basement on large lot. 
70x220'. Large kitchen. 
Ample well to. wall car. 
petlng. Full price $42,000. Ph 
635-9530. (pl0.20S) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approx. 1200 eq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
Ioton Skeena St. CAll 638.1121 
batwecn 6-S pm Mon..Fr. 
(c10-28S) 
Small 3 lxlrm, house on 
75x200 lot. Greenhouse, 
cedar root cellar and steel 
storage shed. Drlllod well. 
For more Information or 
appointment to view piss. 
phone 63S.7410. (c20-50) 
1974 3 BR Knight modulsr 
home situeted on ~41 acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslde 
Subdlvlalon. Has vegetable 
garden,  greenhouse,  
smukehouso & shed. Exc. 
condition. Please call after 5 
pm 635-5014. (¢tfn.14.9.79) 
56,/Bu~siiI" I:SSI:, :: :~ 
i: OPPORTUNriTy :•ii J 
57. ] 
• AUTOMOBILES : 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with I or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams et S67. 
4191 collect. (c20.25S) 
Single businessmen requires 
accommodation (fumtshed 
or unfurnished) Immediately 
In Terrace area. Phone 
Grelg at 635.6231 or 635.9151, 
room 373 evenings. (c5.21S) 
• Wanted to Rent: 2 or 3 BR 
home In downtown or bench 
area by Oct. I or the 15th the 
latest. References If 
required. Ph 635.2694, 635. 
9970, 635-6295 during the day. 
(pS-21S) 
House wlth garage required 
as soon as pe=dble by couple 
wlth no chlldren or  pate. 
References available., Phone 
6311-11103. (cffn-4-9.79).. 
Family of 4 requlre 2 or 3 BR 
house or trailer fo rent In 
Terrace or Thornhlll. 
References available. Ph 
638.1320. (ctfn-14.9-/9) 
Wanted to rent by single 
working women. Basement 
suite or apartment. Phone 
after S p.m. 635.3155. (pS. 
20S) ! 
! WANTED " , i' 
~, home 1or :n~e and' my I
horse. Willing to help Youi 
plus pay room & board.| 
Terraca.Kltlmat area. For| 
further Information: I 
i~r2.s17/ I 
(clo-leS) ' I 
For Rent: 900 IKh.~t. ou.,2nd 
floor. Air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn-4-9-79) 
Offlco space for rent --  900 
eq. U. of air conditioned 
main floor office space. 
Separate street level an- 
trance, Four yr. old building. 
Exc. downtown location, off 
Street perking. Ph Mrs. 
Simpson ~gs 0 am.4:30 
pro. (¢t/n.4-9./9) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
turlng epaco ~" "'~ble Im- 
mediately ,~00 sq. ft. 
Downtowr .ooatlon. Phone 
635-7840. (ctfn.4-9.79) 
For Sale: view property. 
Flue acres bench property 
"with 500 feet of frontage 
overlooking Terrace. Legal 
desorlptlon: Lot 1 Renga 5 
Plan to 81. D.L. 983. Written 
offers wlll be considered. 
Highest or any other offers 
will not necesseriiy be ac- 
cepted. P.O. Box 246, 
Terrace, B.C. (c5.20S) 
58.  ¸ 
TRUCKS . 
5 acre farmette In town. 
Ideal for horee lovers. Barn, 
paddock, riding ring, 
pasture. 2 bdrm. basement 
home. Ideal holding 
property. Phone 638.84110 for 
appalntment o view. (c20. 
lSS) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 10 miles from 
Houston. 2 mllee from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 Ixlrm. trailer. Asking 
~1,S00. For more In. 
formation onntect: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
T~ley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
iu.l,r/s 
(nc:gff) 
For'Sale In Thornhlll, A very 
attractive ~'x150' building 
lot with water, power 
nearby. Asking $12,000. Ph 
638-1036 day or night. (c5- 
21S)" 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Cresc. Ideal 
residential area wlth 
potentlel v lew.  $21,000. 
Contact 635-7696. (ctfn.14-9. 
79) 
Plant, gifts & craft store 
located In downtown shop. 
ping centre In " Prince 
Rupert. Good temiiy 
business with exc. future 
potential. Apply In writing: 
355 • 500 West 2nd Ave., 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V0J 31"6. 
(c10-20S) 
'77 Honda Civic. Low 
mllenge. Ex¢. Cond. $3200. 
Ph 635-7950 or 635-5370. (pS. 
21S) 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Cyclone 
2 door H.T. Best Offer takes. 
Ph 635.2102 after 5 pm. (pS. 
21S) 
1973 Brown New Yorker. 
Excellent condition. Only 
46,000 miles. All options. Ph 
635-3051 after 2 pap. (~.21S) 
19/9 Monte Carlo. Sun roof, 
etc. All options except air 
conditioning. Pd. $9500. 7500 
miles. Ph 635-9191 days. 635. 
6447 evenings. Ask for Don. 
. (cS.21S) 
'69 Cortlne $100 as Is. '63 
Ford Van S700 UBO. Ph 632. 
.346o. (cT.~OS) 
V.W. station wagon. New 
engine. Body In ex¢. cond. 
Snow fires. $1795. Ph 632.7718 
or 632-6476. (c&22S) 
1974 Datsun 610. 4 speed, 2 
'door hardtop. Radio tape 
deck. Good cond. 635-4246. 
(pG-22S) 
1965 Perlslenne 4 door. Ex¢. 
body condition. Good run. 
nlng ¢ond. 635.2979. (p5.20S) 
1968 Chev Bet Air. Good 
condition. 1972 Datsun 
Pickup. Radio, canopy, 4 
speed. Phone 635.2243 days, 
635-4385 evenings. (pS.21S) 
• For Sale: 1973 Ford Mercury 
Meteor. Good Cond. $1800 
GEe. Ph: 635.2950-or 638. 
1456. Ask for Ron. (p10.26S) 
MUS;~ Sell. 19/0 Datsun 240Z. 
New brakes. Rebuilt Top 
End & tranny. Like new 
radials. Ph 635.9998 Ask for 
Rob. Room 106. Asking $2200. 
(p3.17S) 
New 1979 Mazda RX7 Red 
racing car with black and 
orange trim. Factory 
removable sun roof and wlnd 
deflector five mad 
aluminum wheels. $ road 
hazard warranty radial 
fires. Automatic tran. 
smlsslon. Console 3 apd. 
Special scoop trim on front, 
spaltsr shadow rear hat. 
chback wlndaw. Upara rear 
corner side glass trim. 
Stripes etc. Rates 30 mpg 
highway with 5 year 00,4,$0 
kllomelar warranty yours 
for $14,000. Phone buslness 
635-6571 or wrhe Box 354, 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 4BI. (p6- 
$,7,10,12,14,17S) 
1969 Plymouth .Wagon. PS, 
PB, air conditioning. Needs 
muffler $350. Ph 63S.25,17. 
(c6-10,12,14,17,19,21S) 
For ,Sale: 1974 Datsun PU 
with canopy, new engine, 
new clutch. New red. Good 
cond.$1995. Ph 635-2933. (p2- 
12,17S) 
19/0 2-dr. Datsun 4 apd. $250 
FI RM. Phone 635-2154 or 635. 
7144.Ask for Mike. (cffn.aff) 
Hunter Special. 1977 Ford ~" 
ton 4x4 with overloaded 
springs c-w 78 10V= foot 
camper 3 way system. Ph 
635-4308. (p5-10S) 
19M Chevy V= ton pickup for 
sale. PS, PB, V0 auto. Good 
running condition. Phone 
635-4246. (c5-21S) 
1972 Ford 4)¢4 F-102. $1600. 
• ph 635.4.%1. (ctfn-11-9-79) 
1971 Toyota 4 dr. 4 speed In 
good condition. Asking $900. 
Phone 635.5043. (p3-19[,) 
1975 GMC ¢uatomlzed van. 
P.S., P.B., lots of extras. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
precletsd. Phona 635-2154 or 
635-7144. Custom Interior end 
exterior paint lob. ASk for 
Mike. (nc.stf) 
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1975 Fot'd F250 4x4 350 V8. 
PS, PB complete; with 
canopy, 23 chonnel 8, track 
tape player. Evenings please 
call 635.7517. (ctfn-4-9.79) 
For Sal~. 1977 Dodge Club 
cab 4X4. 77,000 kilometers. 
ton. Ph 638-8443. (c20.10) 
1973 Toyota Lend Cruiser. 
Many extras. 6,(X)O miles on 
rebuilt motor. 1954 In- 
ternational Pickup. No rust 
or dents on body. Rlng 
hearings and gasket for 
,motor all original. S4,000 
miles. Phone 638.1634. (c5- 
.17S) 
1974 Ford Van. PS, PB, 
partially camperlzed, low 
mllonge. Good shape. Call 
63S.S468afler 5 pm. (p4.19S) 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS-- TENDERS 
To mix and deliver to Port 
Clements, Queen Charlotte 
Islands, B.C. 1900 Tonnes of 
MC 2 (Patch mix). 
Material produced must be 
In accordance with Section 
311, Subsection 10 of the 
General Specifications for 
Highway Construction and 
related clauses In the Special 
provisions: 
Tender openlng date: Oct 
02, 1979 at 2 P.M. 
(File: Sl.e0.11 
SEALED TENDERS, on 
the forms and In the en- 
velopes provided, ac- 
companied by e bid bond or 
cortlflod cheque as defined 
In the Instructions to Bid- 
ders, will be received by the 
Mlnletry of Transportation, 
Communications and High- 
ways at 940 Blanshard 
Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, 
B.C. VaW 3E6, unless 
otherwise specified, up to 2 
p.m. (local Victoria time) on 
the day of the tender 
opening, at which time 
tenders wlll be opened In 
publlc. The lowest or any 
tender not necessarlly ac- 
cepted. 
Tender forms wlth en- 
ve lopes ,  p lans ,  
spaciflcatlons, and con- 
dltlons of tender can be 
obtalned from the Mlnlstry 
of Transportatlon, Com. 
munlcatlons and Hlghways, 
730 West 2nd Avenue, Prlnce 
Rupert (telephone 624.2121), 
unless otherwlse speclfled, 
or from the underslgned for 
the sum of $10, between the 
hours of 0:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. Postal 
Code: V8J 1H3. 
If available, full.size 
drawings can also be ob- 
taload for an additional $10. 
The Mlnlstry "General 
Spe¢lflcet!ons for Highway 
Construction," to which the 
construction of this contract 
shall conform, are also 
available for the sum of $10. 
APPLICABLE. 
Cheques or money orders 
shall be made payable to the 
Minister of Finance. No such 
purcheses are refundable. 
The tender sum le NOT to 
Include Federal Sales Tax. 
Tender documents oh. 
telneble from Mlnletry of 
Transportation, Com- 
munlcetlorm & Highways, 
730West ~nd Avenue, Prlnce 
Rupert, B.C. V8J 1H3. 
R.G. HARVEY 
Deputy Minister 
Transportation, 
Communlcatlons 
and Highways 
(a5.20S) 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HYDROAND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders to.  
Construct 3.93 km (2.44 
miles) of 14.4 kV single 
dlstr~utlun to serve 3 
principal customers on 
Bomb text published 
1974 12x68 Glendale" mobile 
home. 3 BR plus utility. Set M/d')ISON, Wls. (ALP) - -A  which normally does not daspite the fact that all of the anyone who possesses or 
up and skirled with full deck diagram and the complete publish on Sunday, printed research was based on un. communicates what it call~ 
In trailer park. Immaculate text of a conlroverslal letter an eight-page xtra edition, classified documents i ,  "restricted data" -- 
cleaning. To view No. 12 - that the U.S. government most of it devoted to the text publiecirculailon, regardless of the source. 
Timberland Trailer Park or says contains secret in- of Hansen's letter. THe "Saturday night, the same Violation of the act carries 
phone 638.1953. (c5.215) formation about the newspaper said It decided to thing happened to the Dally penalties of fines up to $10,- 
hydrogen bomb were publish the material as an Californian in Berkeley. The 000 or imprisonment for up to 
For sale: 12x56 ft. Knight published Sunday in a answer to what it called shadow of government 10 years. 
fraller on large lot, 11~xi50 special edition of The Press government censorship, censorship has fallen across 
ft. For further Information beoanecfio~ In an editorial, The Press the land. It must stop. and it Hanse, said he has a 
please call 6~.SS96. (p20- The le t te r -  written by Connection said: must stop now." security clearance for ac- 
19S) Charles Hansen, a computer "The shadow of govern- The front page of the extra tess to classified In- 
programmer from Mountain ment censorship has fallen edition included a diagram formaUon because of his job 
3 bdrm. trailer 1~61 plus View, Calif. - -  was the across the United States. On that the Press Connection at Ford-Aerospuce, "but it 
8)(40 [coy shack. Finished. subject of a ruling Saturday March 8, the "justice said was on the 18th page of has nothing to do with H- 
Askln0 $7,500 OBO. Ph 635. by a federal Judge in San department, acting on behalf Hansen's letter, showing a homl0s."Hesaidbeeducated 
S261forappalntmenttovlew. Francisco, who issued a of the depertment of energy, crnss-secUon f a hydrogen himself about nuclear 
(p10.24S) tomporaryreatraL, dngorder ordered the Madisonbsaed bomb, with details of the  physics through iaformaUon 
barring the student-run Progressive magazine to bomb's trigger, available to the public for 
For Sale: 1970 14x70 N, anco Daily Californian of refrain from publishing an The Atomic Energy Act of years in libraries and 
mobile home, unfurnished, Berkeley from pni)~ld~g it. article on nuclear weaponry. 1954 provides penalties for research centres. 
set up and skirted In local As published in The Press 
trallerperk. Phone 635-97"36. Connection, Hansen's 32" u t(t'oa-e" 
(ctfn.4.9.79) page letter is about half a w a y  
technical information on 
what he says is how to build 
and set off a hydrogen bomb. 
The other half is a social NAILA (AP) -- Eight East fences and minefields, came because we saw a 
17 foot travel trailer with commentary on the need for Germans, including four During the flight, the modern farm machine on the 
propane fridge, stove & the Ameri~n people to have chlldren, floated through the children rode in the middle field unlike anything we 
the informaUon so they will night skies and across the . of the gondola, n 1.7.square- have," the mechanic later 
heater. Asking $2;200. Open understand the weapon's fortified "death strip" metre iron plate, and were told a reporter. 
to offers. Ph 635-2339. (p3. dastrucUve power, border to West Germany on huddled around bottles of Two of the children were 
17S) The letter also complains Sunday in a homemade hot- gas used to fuel a fire that slightly injured during the 
that several scientists have air baUoon sUtcbed together heated air in the balloon. The landing. The group was 
21 foot winterized travel released secret data related from bits of nylon and adults rode on four iron rods examined at a local hospital 
trailer. 2 years old. Exc to the bomb and have not beclsheets, projecting from the plate, and released. 
cond. Ph 635.3456. (p10-19S) been prosecuted, while free- The group, made Up of two each holding 2.5-centimelre- 
lance writer Howard couples with two children thick ropes attaching .the The mechanic said he had 
For Sole: 1975 V.W. motor Morland, who wrote an as- apiece, escaped in a 19-kilo- gondola to the ballgon, designed the balloon using 
homo. Ful'ly equipped. Exc. yet tmpul)llshed article on metre, 20.m~ute flight that The airplane mechanic, principles he learned from 
¢ond. Would consider small the bomb, and others ended in this Bavarian town who said be was a civilian his work with airplanes. He 
car or older P.U. as part working from those 10 kilometres from the employee of the East Ger- said Naila's mayor had 
payment. Ph 635.7042 after 6 documents have been subjet border. Their leader, an man army, was ac- offered the families housing 
pro. (p5-17S) to legal action by the U.S. airplane mechanic, told companied by his wife and and jobs but that the group 
energEdepartment, repurtera they had prepared twosous, agedllandlS.Tbe had not decided whether to 
U.S. District Judge Robert for the trip for two months, others were a brickmasan, stay. 
Schnacke ordered The Daffy having failed in their first his wife and two sons, aged 
Californian and two of its attempt July 4. two and five years. 
editorn ot to publish ur give Their Jaly 4 attempt failed Cops 
For safe permanent hair anyone lse material from when their balloon went The. mechanic said the O IL l . t  
removal. Electolysls by the letter, which the dewn about 220 metres hert escape began about 1:30 
Jackle. Complimentary government claasified of the border, the mechsnie a.m. near the East German 
consultation. Phone635-7963. earlier in the week as said. He said the group town of Lobenstein when i 
(c10.26S) "secret restrieted ata" returned home without being they filled the balloon with runn_n  g 
under the Atomic Energy sighted by East German hot air. A haft.hour later, 
guards, and soon began with a light, northwest wind KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) .-- 
patching together a new to push them westward, they The Vancouver city police 
took off, floating toward the jogging team arrived here 
balloon, buying the needed . border under starry skies at Saturday ahead of schedule material in small quantities 
at different steres so they about 40 ktiomelres an hour, with the blisters to prove 
would not attract attention, he said. They roached a ~. 
The mechanic, who asked maximum altitude of 2,400 
that none of their names be metres, he said. The six men and one 
woman, who began their 
Act of 1954. 
No injunction was issued to 
The Press Connection, 
however. 
Hay for sale: In storage. Top Mark Sheehan, a ~.S. 
quality. Alfalfa, brome, jusUcedel~urbnantofficinl 
timothy mix. Gov't tested. 
Average protein 10 percent. Washington, refused to 
Ph Dick Redman at 846.5280. comment on the letter in the 
(C10-19S) Madison newspaper, saying used, said they fled for The group was met by two kilometre trip Thursday 
the department had no in- pelIUcalreasons, because "it West German policemen afternoon in Vancouver, an 
formaUon on it. was no longer possible for us who had raced to the landing in relays, with each runner ~ P???????? Hansen, 32, is believed to to Ue to our children and put site, thinking they might be jogging a lS-kilometre ?????????? ~???????? havesantcopiesoftheletter, up with the poliUcal con- following a UFO. "Are we in stretch. ~???????? addressed to Senator ditions in East Germany." the West h~re?" one of the V?~)~ Charles Percy, an minois It was believed to be the two balloonists asked. They said they made the 
i.~?~'7~Republlcan,toatleastseven f'mst Ume refugees have used run to make their fellow 
???????????????????????????? newspapers and several• a balloon to cross the closely "We were convinced that officers aware of thenced for 
1. You can recognize a real other individuals, patrolled border, which is we were in the West even physical fitness in the police 
diamond by (a) its pure white The Press Connection, strung with .electrified before the police officers force. 
color,, (b)its uneq,alled hard-. . . . .~ , .. ;.7:~.~..~.,:$,:::.~:~::::::::,~.~::f.:.::~-'~t'~ ~ 
nasa, (c)its muiti-faceted cut. ~ ~  .... :" ': r ~ :'~ " ~ ? 0  ';~'~'~ ' e '~ V d ' 6 ~  ;4L
.o.,. SKB 3914 Kalum St, LTD. 
~ ~  Community 
• co.ego "The biHest stock of Ised trek parts 
~..~,...~ ~ THERE IS STILL TIME TO REGISTER FOR JR the 10rtJlwosi" 
THREE COURSES IN THE ANIK-B PROGRAM 
2. You can recognize natu- REOENT ADDITIONS 
ral vitamin E hy (a) a little "d" 
preceding its name. (b)its CONSTRUCTION 
....y yo,,... ~o,o,.,"~)',i,n , ADMINISTRATION ~'3~ Bronco '7610ep CJT 39 Cougar 
designation "derived from 
natural vegetable oils." This IS a B.C.I.T. creditcourse which will 
" " -?o  " " /lll:l  provide anyone who wishes to start their own '77 GM Van '76  Pont iac  Win, 
; ~ ? ~ )  "4 construction business with the kind of control • 
'__[ procedures that are necessary to administer a 
construction enterprise. '78 F250 Crowcab '78 Chov 4dr. 
STARTING DATE, October 3, 1979 '78 Chev 1/2 Ton '77  Nova 2 dr .  
TIME: Wednesday evenings, 8-10 p.m. for 12 
w.ks. '78 T-Bird '77 Ford Ltd. 
• amuu sl! ~u!paaa~d 
636 2333 O!laqlU,~ S "Olelaoe l,~atldoao; PRE-REQUISITE: Knowledge and experience m mldio, p ~o lOaattdoaol mldl..p In building construction 
Pailv~ .s! Sl!O alq.la~OA I ~, Fvl| i lp 635-3810 Kin or Bill 
-nleu tuo~j po^Ho p ~ U{LU~1!^  
os ,~o~ ,,p,, ~ql .! ~ iuo  CAREERS IN THE ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::`:::::`:*:::::::::•:::::::::::•:•:•:•:::•:•:::•:•:::•:•:::•:•:::::•:•;::•:::•: 
Ul 'IOqel ~ql uo ,,p,, al~lll e i~:: 
~o~ ooi o~ ~! a u!.~;^ pa^!, INDUSTRY 
-ap '511cauls, ~u!1:ta3 a.=.no5 
Bans at( Ol Re,v, Otlj, (e) "iS ' This Is also a B.C.I.T. credit course which Is 
• sma~ sno!oa~d ~OqlO ,OhM offered for those considering a career In the 
'l~Halem .=otil O ,.~tm ~;llUn~!^ hospitality and tourism Industry. Topics will 
qolmOS lp^X puottlvlp v 'snqj~ Include the lob requirements and employment 
• tU~'pUfi.lo'5 'te.lautm' lSal~.~e q potentials for Travel Agents, Airline Attendants, 
lxa u aql until ~al)~q S~tU11 06 Hotel-Motel Front Office Clerks & Housekeepers 
s! I! 'S~Ul)~q ~ o al~S sqoF~ and other service occupations. " J ' J l~  !~!~ d~J  ~1 e~ld -d~l l  ~ .  9 
aaUelsqns lsop~l;q'oql s! t)uom STARTING DATE: October 1, 1979 
-riP V (q) ' [  :Stl3MSNY' 
Tallow Road at Smlthers. 
Reference No...QD.38S4 
Date: 3 L~'tohor 1979 / , - - -~~r -~- r -~/  Closing 
Sealed tenders 'clearly ~ "~ ~(~=. . '~ '  
marked aS above.referenced ~~; .  ~( /~;  
will be received In Room lrlr~li;,,,,=~,j ~'-~J~.  
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 ~ ~ ~  
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 AM , ~ ~ |  
local time, 3 October 1979. 
Details may be obtained (~l~[OF q14F.. EAI~I.II~T 
from the office of the Pur. c~ ~c~T,o~.~ ~ INCLU!~E~ "T~E~ u~,f~ OF CAT~IEI~ 
chasing Agent, lOth Floor, p'iG~o,~, pu~=~ -r~ ~U~T 
970 Burrard Street, Van. 
couver, B.C. V6Z IY3, 
telephone 6634S77 and 663. 
2550. (al.17S) 
1974 12x68 Deluxe diplomat 
mobile home (will sell un- 
furnished) 2 Ixlrm., built.In 
china cabinet raised living 
room w-Imitation fireplace. 
Sat up & skirted In local 
trailer perk. To view please 
phone 638.8429 evenings or 
635.2318. (c7.20S) 
Ob*tMPIC 6AMES(7/6 r~C- 
U~EP-r~ C.A~I~Y-T~E. ~E~ULI~ OF 
19NL, Rlh  
~i~OpA% r'.(;~o,,-, A~'E out" 
(~F WO~K. MOPER ~J (OM~UUICA|I'M'~ 
INCLU~'E F!,~IO~ ~'EL~VI%ION# 
ELE (:'[ ~o MI ~" S I(~ klAL ~ r'Ho'1 o(~ EAr~y~ 
~'A~iO -rELETypWl~rrlkE'~, I,~ArA 
CO/~UNI ( 'A - r I~ .  / AMP/ 
~rE LECOMMUMtC~A-T~O N r., 
•, TIME: Monday evenings, 6.10p.m. for 10 wesks. 
'FEE:  $35.00 
UPGRADING FOR 
GRADUATE NURSES 
This non-credit course covers e selection of 
topics from B.C.I.T.'s refresher courses for 
Graduate Nurses. 
The course Is presented In modules covering 
such topics as Diabetes, Component Therapy, 
Death & Dying, Common Gynecological 
Disturbances. 
STARTING DATE: October 4, 1979 
TIME: Thursday evenings, 8.10 p.m. for 11 
weeks. 
FEE: $40.02 
PRE.REQUISITE: Graduate or Registered 
Nurses and related pars.medical personnel. 
For more Information on any of these courses, 
please call Gary KerlNn at Northwest Com- 
munity College, 635.6511. 
i COPY 
TYPIST 
This ix a permanent full time 
position, Fast and .aoourate 
typing is a neoesaity, 
Exoelient frin|e benefits, 
Please phone for an appointment 
and typing test, 
i i  I1.1{1{ U I,-KI I Itl ~.1 dally herald 
li 636-6367 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :. : .: :-. ::.~. : :: : :  
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Playing Straight 
With Gay Spouses 
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to DESPERATE WIFE, who 
came home early and found her husband in bed with his best 
friend {another male), was not very well thought out. You 
said, "Bisexuality is a fact of life that can occur in any 
family. Give him up graciously, he has already consciously or 
unconsciously made a choice." 
Abby, if he had been a wonderful husband for 18 years, 
and a great father, as she stated, she should have been en- 
couraged to try to save her marriage rather than demolish 
it. 
Granted she is in shock, and granted there has been 
deception on his part. but she isn't the only woman in the 
world who's married to a gay man. If she lives in a big city, 
there is a mental health clinic and a gay community service 
agency which can put her and her husband in touch with a 
support group for gay married men and their wives. 
Counselors will help them deal with the realities of their 
marriage and show them how to build a new relationship 
based on honest and open communication. Or they may con- 
clude that it's best to separate. But at least they should con- 
sider the alternatives instead of scrapping the marriage. 
l am sorry that you viewed the situation as hopeless. It 
isn't. 
GAILY MARRIED IN S.F. 
DEAR GAILY MARRIED: Although my answer was (i 
thought) very well thought out, a surprising number of 
readers wrote to say that they are happily married to 
bisexual mates, and my advice was way out in left field. 
Read on: 
DEAR ABBY: I'm sorry DESPERATE WIFE didn't ask 
ME for advice instead of you. I have ~cen happily married to 
a bisexual man for 33 years ~,,ld have no regrets. We raised 
four wonderful children who knew nothing of their father's 
proclivity until they were grown and able to understand it. 
None of them love him any less for it, and all are hetero- 
sexual, I might add. 
I knew my husband was gay when I married him, but I 
never felt threatened by it. He was 38 and I was 34. We are 
both in the theater. I could bet my life he has never had an 
affair since our marriage. 
If I had caught my husband in the arms of another man at 
any point in our marriage I would no more have considered 
divorcing him than I would had I caught him with a woman. 
He's a fine, beautiful man who by nature is able to relate 
sexually to both sexes, which is not as rare as most people 
think. 
NAMELESS, PLEASE, IN N.Y.C. 
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to DESPERATE WIFE, who 
had been happily married for 18 years to a bisexual man, 
was simplistic. 
Human beings are capable of more flexibility than you 
give them credit for. You didn't present any options. One 
was to get help in adjusting to the idea that her husband is 
bisexual. She said they loved each other, had terrific sex, 
and great children. None of that has changed, nor has HE 
changed. Only what she KNOWS has changed. 
My husband is gay, but we have come to realize that what 
we have together and what we give each other and our 
children is more important than what happens when we are 
ap~t. 
We can allow each other to live full and complete l ives- 
whatever that may mean. You should have told that wife 
that leaving a loving husband isn't the only solution. 
FOUND ANOTHER WAY IN MASS. 
DEAR ABBY: As a neuro-psychiatrist, I" have had many 
married bisexual male patients. Most of them were 
vigorous, successful men in high-paying positions with 
intelligent, good-looking wives. In every case there also. 
were healthy, well.adjusted children. There was a close rap- 
port between these patients and their families for years un- 
til circumstances forced the skeletons out of the closet. 
In every case the wife preferred to continue in the mar- 
riage. Not one man I ever treated was willing to give up his 
homosexuality-but he didn't want to give up his wife 
either. Such individuals seek help only when they get ar- 
rested, lose a lover or are exposed for some reason. 
DESPERATE WIFE may have wanted only your confir- 
mation of her wish to keep her husband; you let her down. 
L,A, PHYSICIAN 
DEAR PHYSICIAN: Possibly. But the fact that the hus- 
band had an affair in his own home tells me that perhaps he 
WANTED to get caught and end the closet capers. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope (:ROSSWORD 
Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, 
• SEPTEMBER 17,1979 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T¢~'-~ 
Half-hearted efforts at 
either work or play won't 
satisfy. Attend to duty and 
then enjoy leisure time. Save 
time for beth. 
TAURUS ~ ~;~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
New thoughts about family 
entertainment may not go 
exactly as planned. Listen to 
suggestion ofa friend re home 
improvements. 
GEMINI 
June 20) ~ (May 21 to 
A family member may not 
follow through on an idea. 
Watch nerves in the p.m., but 
a talk with a close one will 
ease the tension. 
CANCER Ol~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You may have second 
thoughts re a purchase. New 
moneymaking ideas work, but 
watch out for sudden expenses 
or changes re dating plans. 
LEO 22) ~f~ ~ (July 23 to Aug. 
Romance or activities with 
children are uplifting. 
Possible domestic upset in the 
p.m. Avoid too much self- 
preoccupation. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
It may be hard to get across 
to others what you know to be 
inwardly true. Still, refrain 
from arguing. Care needed re 
travel. 
UBR~ 22) .n .~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
If inwardly upset with a 
friend, find the right moment 
to talk about it. Don't let 
money be a source of 
dissension with others. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Trust hunches re career. A 
talk with a friend goes well, 
but his or her ideas re business 
may be unsound. Avoid abrupt 
changes in the p.m. 
SAGHTARIUS ~¢~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Your optimism re a career 
project is justified, but there 
are still details to be worked 
out. Possible unexpected news 
from a distance. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A talk about intimacy goes 
well, but it may be too soon to 
see the results. Friends may 
be contrary in the p.m. to your 
surprise. 
AQUARIUS ~ . ~  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A partner or close ally may 
not be ready to follow your 
lead. Avoid any excessive 
independent action. Business 
talks go on and on. 
PISCES. ~(~ 
(Feb, 19 to Mar. 20) 
Close ones want to help out, 
but the best results come 
through your own efforts, 
Watch nerves and sudden 
excitement in the p.m. 
What kind of day. will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
.......................................................................... I , [ [ ........................................................... I 
ACROSS 
I Disastrous 
6 Eastern title 
9 Stocky 
home 
lZOn high 
13 Viet - -  
14 Girl's name 
15 Part of a 
mortise 
16 TV talk- 
show host 
18 - -  water 
(in trouble) 
20 Tear apart 
21 Work unit 
23 Salt 
24 Goes up 
25 Seaport of 
Okinawa 
27 Auctions 
20 Colonize 
31 Ancient 
people of 
Campania 
38Has a 
speech 
defect 
37 Hebrew 
measure 
38 King of 
Judea 
41 Female ruff 
43 WWII area 
44 Press 
45 Man's name 
47 TV talk- 
show host 
49 -- Selassie 
52 Worm. 
33 Not at home 
54 Wilde or 
Levant 
55 Observe 
50 Fuss 
5'/"To this 
great --  of 
fools" 
DOWN 
1 Obese 
2 White House 11 Musical 
nickname groups 
3 Carson's 17 Alice Faye 
" -  Show" film: "Hello, 
4 River in --, Hello" 
England 19 Alleviates 
5 Gives 21 Printer's 
temporarily measures 
6 Actress 22 Girl's name 
Izesbury N Thing, 
7 "The World . In law 
According 26 -- last 
to --" (finally) 
8 " -  Blue?" 28 Suffers 
9 Coffee defeat 
houses 30 Cover 
1O Sheepllke 32 'IV talk- 
Avg. solution time: 25 mill. 
9-21 
show: "Good 
Morning --" 
33 Gain as 
profit 
34 Theater sign 
36 In rapid 
tempo 
38 Conceals 
39 Uneven 
40 Awaken 
Mores 
45 Praise 
46 Orient 
48 Mauna --  
50 Fall behind 
51 Sooner than 
11 
12 
15 
By Eugene 
| i 2 i 3 4 5 
21 22 ~ 23 
25 26 
29 30 
o:1 N o 38 39 40 
47 48 49 50 51 
| | - 
CRYPTOQUIP 9-21 
GTUZQNGMZMN TGRR XGX MYN GT-  
UQZRR TYXZRN TYXGRNZ'  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp-- SALTY WIT WILTS WILY l J~ .  
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Q equals R
'lee Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
@ 1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
.f.,el,~y "~ ( ~ ,~ THe ~N ;' 
r 
l, a~',l~W~#,~l~ I -  -.'-3.!I, 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
"TM~ 5C-CRE'r" OF l ~ 1:I~I0l~ 
KKAVI~N,~ ] ~"~T~m.~ THAT ~IVI~ 
~ ~UI,,~;I..~ ~ ~ MY . 
i~ ' 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID 
HgY',TUFNI~9~...WHA'I" .~AY WE 
~:)TH eU~-T'~UTTA "rHI~ f'~Ir_-~.i" 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
,F W~ | IN My 
I~AI l" r" ,/k,.. V,~.,AE~A~Y 
F-NOW I'~.k. 
HAN~E~p WITH All 
I I..bITI~Im-ATI~ 
B.C. By Johnny Hart By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY , . . By Garry Trudeau 
